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Seiko Fukuoka was the first person to 
crack the 400km mark in Australia, 
pipping it at 402km on 9 December 

2015 only to be blown out of the water by her flying 
partner Charles Cazaux. On 16 December 2015 he flew 
a straight line 450km or 476km with three turnpoints. 
Both flew down south from Jil Jil, Victoria, and Conargo, 
NSW, respectively, using tow.

Around this time, I too was giving it my best shot 
– though with slightly less lofty dreams. My goal for 
the season was to crack the 350km mark towing from 
a farm near Dalby, Queensland. That would be my first 
foray to the 300km club and simultaneously set a 
Queensland record, if achieved. 

Dalby is located over 1000km notheast from 
Deniliquin, NSW. We primarily await the easterly and SE 
tradewinds that come through from roughly September 
to October and can be seen throughout the summer. 
Yet the best window for distance flying we found to be 
October to December, since later in the season usually 
proved more unreliable due to overdevelopment and 
plenty of rain. Mind you, this season the rains started 
in early October and hardly eased up. Leaving the local 
farmers chuffed to the hilt and us pilots testing our 
patience on a regular basis – but that’s another story.

Driving north from the Blue Mountains on 17 
December, this was my third trip to Dalby (with eight 
days flown thus far), I couldn’t help noticing the amazing 
sky I was under. A similar airmass to the one Charles 
achieved his recordbreaking flight in the previous day. 
A system that was moving north for my PB and QLD 
record attempt the following day. I was buzzing with 
excitement and couldn’t help share the personal lofty 
dreams I had set for the season with my flying buddies. 
This was going to be THE DAY!

The 18th started with an early visit to the Dalby 
BOC oxygen rental office. After all, when we dream 

big, we need to create a playing field that will allow 
such dreams to be realised. In this region of Australia, 
once we’re roughly 40km west of Dalby with oxygen 
gear and endorsement in place, we can fly to FL180 (if 
the conditions permit) and Amberley doesn’t have any 
restrictive NOTAMs in place. 

The thing I noticed most that morning, was the small 
cumulus that were already popping over town at 7am. By 
8am the sky had filled to such an extent, all I could think 
of were the Frenchies launching at 9:30 in southern NSW 
(that being 8:30 QLD time). It made me realise that it is 
possible to fly this early! That was a revelation. Until 
then we were launching no earlier than 11am, with 12pm 
being the norm. I’m not saying it would be easy, but 
there are pilots already doing it! A lesson we can gain by 
having the world’s elite come to Australia is to stretch 
the boundaries of our thought... 

I was on the phone to the boys immediately, quipping 
with excitement, “We need to launch and we need 
launch NOW!” Happily, everyone was in agreement and 
by the time we arrived at the tow paddock at 9am, the 
sky was looking delicious to say the least. Beautifully 
formed and shaped cumulus, spaced by roughly 1km 
apart with a base of 1500m (above ground level of 
340m) and a 20km easterly was the icing on the cake.

I launched first at 9:37am with a 4m/s thermal 
taking me much of the way to base! Unfortunately, while 
on towl I noticed a massive knot in my upper cascade 
causing a deep ‘V’ in the trailing edge of my Aspen 5. 
After release I desperately tried to loosen, pull, jerk, 
twist, simply everything short of stalling my way out 
of this knot. Not a great start to a record day. I opted 
to land and fix the issue, as this would have drastically 
affected my speed and final glide of the day. 

I relaunched half an hour later into smooth strong 
climbs under fantastic cumulus for the initial 30km to 
the first forest crossing. Then the air turned to custard 
above a swampy area we call ‘The Graveyard’. It had been 

inundated with rains over the last few months and produced only broken scrappy lift 
that decked my flying buddies Al and Eduardo. 

From the 45km mark it was time to do it alone. At this stage, gaining sufficient 
altitude was key. There was a forest crossing approaching at the 70km mark which at 
its thinnest section is 6km or 12 to 15km deep if taken along the Surat Development 
Rd, with no landings en route. Given the tricky conditions for the past 35km, I opted for 
the thinnest section, requiring a detour to connect with it. So far 1500m was the best 
height above sea level I had achieved and in the back of my mind I was not satisfied this 
was sufficient altitude for a safe crossing. Yet during previous crossings I had noticed 
as one leaves the swampy region and heads further west, the climbs improve. So does 
the cloudbase. It can be rather intimidating seeing this forest growing before you with 
barely 1100m agl (at the top of climbs). It is hard to tell, if one has a sufficient altitude 
to cross safely. The key here is commitment. 

On the approach there is an excellent house thermal to assist setting up for the 
crossing – an abattoir from which I climbed to 1900m and yelled to myself, “Here we 

What a record breaking XC season this has been for Australia! 

We were blessed to have a few of the best European pilots 

visit our shores and show us what’s possible, both in terms of 

distance and duration spent in the air. 

by Jan Tupy

Hunting Season

Photo: Tex Beck

Photos: Jan Tupy
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chased for 120km. Smaller individual cu’s would pop and 
disappear just as I approached them. It felt like I had 
Murphy in the air with me to keep them out of my reach 
– teasing me by dangling them in front of my nose and 
as I approached, gone! Frustrated after several times 
down to below 300m agl in what felt like 40ºC, I was 
motivated to improve my timing. I focussed further out 
on the course line and timed these solo troopers that 
were showing me the path, albeit rather elusively. All the 
while I dreamed of the long standing Queensland record!

After reaching 220km around 4pm, I finally caught 
up with the blanket of cu’s. Merry Christmas, Jan! Now I 
was like a child in a lollyshop, tasting one marshmallow 
after another. Foot to the floor with the kilometres 
ticking by like I was on the autobahn! Weaving my way 
from one mini street to another for the next hour and 
a half. 

Just shy of the 300km mark, at 5:30pm, the day is 
starting to shut down and I’ve hit another blue hole. This 
time, roughly 10km ahead of me lie the last two juicy, 
yet very dark cu’s of the day. I had been lining these up 
for close to 100km by this stage. Since they were still 
nicely formed and obviously working, I knew straight 
away that this was my ticket to the ambitious goal. 

I managed to connect with a 0.5m/s thermal and 
was very tempted to move on as I was at 1000m agl, 
yet in the back of my mind a little voice said, ‘Stay with 
this, Jan, you have lost far too many flights racing 
on unnecessarily at this stage of the day.’ After five 
minutes or so, this 0.5m/s climb started to consolidate 
into a 1m/s, then 1.5m/s, then a 2m/s, eventually 
peaking at close to 3m/s after what seemed like an 
eternity (25 minutes, actually). 

The luxury of a retrieve vehicle below (thanks a 
million Shane, Tex and Eduardo!) can make a large 
difference to the decisionmaking at this stage of the 
flight. With no roads in the direction of the wind and 
the other large cumulus, I opted for a line to the second 
monster cloud that took me over ‘noman’s land’ for the 

next 30km. Thus I could maximise the distance and at 
this moment I knew that the Queensland record was in 
the bag. Yipedidoodah! 

The final glide on these flights is the section of the 
day I love the most. The sun was setting, the browngrey 
barren lands turned a gorgeous orangered hue. The air 
became amazingly still and it felt like time stopped. The 
emotions of the entire flight buzzed within and I felt like 
Neil Armstrong walking on the moon! 

It’s such a privilege to be in the air at that time of 
day. For me these are absolutely priceless moments. 
Coupled with experiencing a full day’s flying, nine hours 
and five minutes to be precise. What more can one 
wish for? Well not quite the 11:30 hours the Frenchies 
achieved, but let me tell you, I now know and believe it’s 
possible. Next season’s goals are already calling! 

The 350km mark was tantalisingly close, with the 
above flight being 344km straight line, 351km with 
three turnpoints. 

Dream lofty, dream big, surround yourself with 
likeminded pilots. Create a plan with strategies for 
execution and most of all believe in yourselves and your 
flying goals! However big or small they may be. I hope to 
share that magical final glide with you sometime! 

Details at [www.xcontest.org/world/en/flights/detail:
himalayandragon/18.12.2015/00:07].

go!” My excitement was short lived. Barely a third of 
the way across, being drilled by 4m/s sink, the forest 
growing all around me, it’s amazing the tricks one’s 
mind can play on us! With still 900m agl to play with, I 
focussed on finding that thermal whose sink I had just 
been punished by. Looking north, looking south, with 
rough choppy air above a forest is more than enough to 
get the adrenaline pumping. There was a little bit of light 
lift here and a tad more over there, yet nothing formed 
enough to elevate me out of there. 

Indecision can easily enter at a crux point of a flight, 
one can begin to doubt one’s course of action. Now down 
to 730m above a nolanding forest and halfway across, I 
decide to commit myself and stick with the plan – flying 

directly across. Low and behold there she was. The vario 
started beeping one of those elated beeps of pleasure 
and continued beeping convincingly – I started breathing 
again. I loosened my grip on the brake handles, relaxed 
the cheeks and focussed on thermalling. 

Yet again, I realised how wrong I was to get too 
complacent. Before I know it, she showed her teeth to 
be what I liken to a Piranha, biting me left right and 
centre whenever I near the edge of this 5m/s Amazonian 
killer. Before I managed to core the thermal, I found 
myself with half a wing disappeared and 180 degrees 
spun facing east. I got my baby under control with only 
mild altitude loss, yet I was still above a forest with no 
landings – it sure felt dynamic. 

Regaining my composure very quickly after that, 
I began to flow with her. Connecting with the core, it 
became a fluid dance, I was doing the tango, back and 
forth, we moved around and around out of the deep 
jungle below, to the awaiting flats beyond. I topped out 
at 2100m and continued on my quest.

I now had a massive blue hole before me, stretching 
from 100km to the 220km mark. Filled with nothing but 
cranky air, mixed at various altitudes from SE to east, 
to NE. Creating that scrappy leeside feeling numerous 
times where I was either ‘falling out of the sky’ or 
fighting to prevent my Aspen 5 from blowing out. 

At this point I was motivated to stay on course by a 
large blanket of quality cumulus on the horizon which I 
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The Flying
The weather was not quite as awesome as 
in previous years, but we still got six out of 
seven flying days plus an excellent practice 
day. One day was stopped due to the weather 
and we ended up with five completed tasks. 
After we started off with a triangle task, 
we went down to Soldiers Road, past the old 
‘Rabbit Proof Fence’ where we found a ripper 
of a thermal above the old gold mine at Marvel 
Lock, while Bonnie Rock is little more than a 
silo now. 
Special thanks to our sponsors, the Hang 
Gliding Association of Western Australia, 
Moyes Gliders, Airborne, Westonia Tavern 
and the Westonia Gallery and Café.

The WA State Hang Gliding Championships were held in 

Westonia again this year. We have build relationships in the 

town for three years now and it is beginning to pay off. We now 

receive significant support from the small local population.

by Richard Breyley

Peter Roberts on tow with ‘Wolfi’ in the foreground

Photo: Sally De Koning

This year we offered aerotowing at the comps. Gavin Penfold from Birds Eye View came down from Exmouth 
and Simon Shuttleworth came up from Albany. Generously, Jamie Wolfe (Wolfy) and Peter HardyAtkins 
also came up from Albany. Between them they turned our aerotowing operation into a welloiled, efficient 

machine. All the pilots could pretty much tow whenever they wanted, due to the work that these guys did every day. 
We are hugely grateful to you!

We had a poor start to the comp with HGFA President, Sun Nickerson, passing away on Monday. It appears to all 
witnesses that Sun was struck down by a medical condition during flight. Despite this, Sun was able to land his glider 
one handed in difficult conditions. I have known Sun since I learned to fly at the Sky Sports Flying School 14 years ago. 
There are few people who have worked as hard as Sun or volunteered as much time as him in the administration of our 
sport. Sun loved to fly hang gliders and I will miss flying with him at Cottesloe this winter.

WA State Hang 
Gliding Championships

Austin Meyer (Aussie) towing up to the clouds

Photo: Sally De Koning

Simon Shuttleworth lining up Jason Kath for another tow

Photo: Pauline Deas (Westonia Gallery Café)

Richard Breyley towing up behind Gavin Penfol

Photo: Sally De Koning

Results:
Open Class
1 Jason Kath 
2 Gary Wright 
3 Murray Wood

Sport Class
=1 Antony Corbet and Duncan De Koning 
3 Michael Cassells

Novice (Supervised)
1 Michael Cassells 
2 Paul Broad 
3 Aussie Meyer

Teams
1 Darwinism 
2 Goldfields Dust Devils 
3 Perth Dusties

Sun Nickerson

Photo: Murray Wood
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Clocking Hours
Bali as a flying destination does not disappoint. With 
blue skies, smooth warm wind and a beautiful blue 
ocean, it certainly ticks the box for visual appeal. To 
put it plainly, the flying is awesome. Once it’s on, it 
stays on. Chris and Mark work the launch like a couple 
of street hookers late on pimp repayments. These guys 
are busier than the guys pushing tin through Bangkok 
airspace. Continually on the radio updating the group 
on conditions, if other pilots have joined the area and 
generally if there is something or somebody to watch 
out for. They will help set you up for landing approaches, 
talk you through wingovers, launching or anything you 
might want to practice. The guidance on offer is the 
value. It’s where you stay on your learning curve, where 
new knowledge becomes experience and skill – and it 
accumulates day after day.

Two sites dominate the flying scene, both very 
different from each other for the type of flying. Payung 
and Timbis launches are located on the same coastal 
ridgeline stretching from the western end of Nusa Dua 
all the way to the Uluwatu spur. The stretch of soarable 
ridge immediately around these two launches has easily 
accessible beach landings. The western end from here 
is mostly cliff with very limited bottom landing options, 
but doable at low tide. Around 10km of flying ridge are 
on offer in good conditions. The launch and top landing 
areas are clear and big enough to handle a bunch of 
punters. Here you can practice landing approaches and 

touch and goes one after another all day long. The air 
is smooth, making conditions predictable on this 50m 
altitude launch site. 

Visually, the flying is spectacular. The shallow lagoon 
waters span half a kilometer out to the deep blue where 
big surf pushes up on the reef. The weed and reef banks 
provide fantastic colour against the white beach and 
tropical greened out cliff sides. Add a colourful wing and 
it’s the perfect poolroom photo. Did I mention the air 
was smooth? 

Living The Dream
Standing on launch after another great flying day as the 
sun starts to set, basking in your own personal glow, 
sharing a cold Bintang or two with new and old flying 
mates whilst one of the local guys factory packs your 
wing for two bucks. This is the life! I’m starting to think 
that this is possibly my best holiday ever. There is a local 
crew that work the scene and are always there to help 
on launch, whether it’s retrieving you from miles away, 
pulling wings from trees or wing washing services – it’s 
done with a typical friendly Bali smile.

Candi Dreaming
The other big site is Candidasa located up the mideast 
coast of Bali. The town site is small, more relaxed and 
reminds me of how Kuta was back in the early 90s. 
Candi’s flying site is a burster – it definitely burst my 
bubble. I’m talking about cloudbase, accessible in a few 

minutes from launching. The immediate ridge of Candi 
is 1.8km long and whilst this may not sound like much, 
this site can produce a heap of lift. On our trip, Anthony 
Redford clocked an amazing 827m one afternoon, well 
above the base perched on the top of the mountain. 
Read that again and recognise that it’s a coastal cliff 
site – mind blowing. 

Gentle thermals are on offer at this site and so is a 
heap more of flyable terrain further afield, which makes 
for both spectacular and interesting flying. The launch 
can be a little challenging. At 100m asl, you stand on 
a defunct peanut farm terrace, carved into the side of 
the hill. The ridge tops out at about 300m at one end, 
and has great bowls and spurs spread along it – both to 
play on and find lift in lighter conditions. Very accessible 
beach landing is available from the entire mountain 
and more beach landings further towards the northern 
headland are a great place for lunch and beer. Just taxi 
it back.

Hotel beachfront landing is on offer for those who 
want a bigger challenge. I say that because you must 
leave the comfort of the main ridge, fly downwind and 
land on a tiny patch of beach, just in front of the hotel. 
At about 300m, the beach landing looks about the size 
of beach towel. I kept hearing, “Hold your nerve,” from 
Chris guiding me in over the radio. At about 100m, the 
beach still looked the size of a beach towel, I’m still 
hearing, “Hold your nerve!” Only by this stage it’s my 

I did my Paragliding novice course in late March 2015 
with Cloudbase Paragliding. By September I had 
scratched out about 24 hours flying, mostly on the 

south and SW coast of WA. 
Now fully infected by this wonderful pastime of 

ours, it seemed only natural I join the Cloudbase crew 
in Bali for a guided tour. From WA, Bali had long been a 
travelling and holiday playground, I had taken numerous 
trips to the island since 1988. This would be the first 
time to jump on the plane for Bali without a quiver of 
surfboards. I had always marvelled at Bali’s mystical 
beauty from the water, but this time I was going for a 
different point of view.

It was great to catch up again with Chris and Mark, 
I believe a bond forms between a student pilot and his/
her instructor – like a new brother or sister bird joining 
the flock.

8 SKYSAILOR

My two-hour drive to Perth airport was full of anticipation  

of what to expect about flying in Bali. After all, I was still 

a novice. Could I handle it? The 1987 Cult’s Electric album 

blaring in my ears fixed my doubts and by the time I got to the 

airport I was pumped. There were a couple of familiar faces 

on the same flight, guys with the similar experience, similar 

expectations, smiles and laughs. As I felt the plane push away 

from the gate, it was real. We 

were on our way. Facebook 

status update, check!

by Julian Bryant

Pa r a d i s e 
Fo u n d

Nusa Dua launch

Helmet carrier The team relaxing on Kuta beach Photos: Mark Bowry

Photos: Mark BowryStretch and Chrissie Photos: Mark Bowry
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Candidasa

Photo: Julian Bryant
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own voice blurting it out loud. I forgot to mention this 
beach landing has two options: 
➲➲  land on one of two small beaches or, 
➲➲ land in the shallow drink. 

I did it! I landed on the beach in front of a few 
onlookers. Of course, I acted like I do this all the time! 
Two minutes later I’m on the grass at the front of the 
hotel, sorting my gear, grabbing a cold Bintang and high 
fiving anybody with hands. Best ever holiday!

In between all those hours of flying, you can chill by 
the pool or explore Bali with new likeminded friends. I 
met so many great new friends and really look forward 
to seeing them again this year. From far and wide they 
came, some with wives and partners, some solo. All 
intent on clocking up hours in tropical Bali, with solid 
guidance and support. 

The Cloudbase crew had organised accommodation 
close to the sites and kept us updated on conditions 
with a daily morning informative briefing. On occasion, 
somebody would share their story/experience with the 
briefing group – which was just great for new pilots. 

It took a few weeks for me to come down from my 
Cloudbase Bali tour high. I carried a smirky smile on my 
dial for some time after. I get that same feeing thinking 
about it when I look at the poolroom photos or rerun 
some Bali GoPro footage when friends come around for 
a beer. The big question now is working out if I will ever 
return to Bali with surfboards in tow, now I’ve access to 
the real beauty that this wonderland has on offer from 
the sky. 

 SKYSAILOR 11
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Lewis Winter down below 

Photo: Julian Bryant

Photo: Mark BowryBack to base

Photo: Julian Bryant

 Photo: Julian Bryant

Photo: Mark Bowry
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We found all this and more, at a destination 
which is fairly unknown to Australian pilots 
– Tenerife, in the Canary Islands. 

While it is a very wellknown spot for winter flying 
for European pilots, Tenerife is not that well known 
among the Australian flying community. One of the 
reasons might be that the best season is from October 
until March, which is also the best flying season in 
Australia.

We decided to go and explore it on our way back 
from our customary flyandski trip to Canada in 
January. After 21 days of superb skiing and flying 
conditions in Panorama, we stopped for two weeks of 
flying in warmer conditions – and we were curious about 
Tenerife’s famous flights off El Teide volcano.

As we usually do when visiting a new destination, we 
booked a local company to provide accommodation and 
guiding, to maximise our time on the island.

We expected mostly coastal soaring, somewhat 
similar to Bali. However, to our surprise, we found most 
of the flights were actually in thermic conditions and in 
the lee of the volcano. 

The El Teide volcano rises to over 3700m in altitude 
and creates a specific environment, allowing for very 
consistent conditions and flying every day. Sure, we 
had a couple of sites where we went ridge soaring, but 
most of the flights were in excellent thermic conditions 

Hola  
Tenerife!

A very common topic of discussion whenever a group of 

pilots gather together is: “What makes for a nice paragliding 

holiday?” Opinions we’ve gathered range from consistent 

flying, nice scenery, varied and interesting flying sites, the 

opportunity to improve your flying skills, to a knowledgeable 

guide who can maximise your flying time, not too expensive, a 

good flying community.

by Calin and Anita Pava

– virtually every flight was with a group of pilots and 
flying in between 30 minutes and 3 hours.

Our accommodation was booked in a small hotel in 
the central part of Adje. Each morning Henry Wilder, 
our guide, would pick us up from the hotel at 10.15. 
Breakfast was included with the accommodation and the 
hotel had an exceptional restaurant at very reasonable 
prices too. A typical dinner for two, with sangria 
included, averaged at around 30 Euros.

Our local guru Henry has been running a paragliding 
business on the Island for the past nine years and, at the 
time of our arrival he had recorded 99 flying days out of 
100 for the season. He maintained this record during 
our trip, with morning and afternoon flights every day 
during our two week stay.

Now to the flying – all that we can say, is that the 
flying exceptional.

The two launches that we were regarding as ‘home’ 
sites were situated just above the small town of Adje 
within a 10 minutes drive – Los Pinos and Ifonche. The 
launch was an altitude of 700 to 900 metres with a 
comfortable 7km glide to the beach. The topography 
of the Volcano in Tenerife creates well defined ridges 
and spines that radiate from the volcano towards 
the coastline. Each one of these spines creates very 
consistent, smooth, large, and easy to find thermals, 
generating very easy conditions for crosscountry flying 

Anita gets ready to launch from Ifonche

The entertainment strip of Tenerife Ridge soaring, Tenerife style

La Caleta beach and landing area

La Caleta beach post-flight drinks on our last day

El Teide volcano

Photos: Calin and Anita Pava

Anita’s committed launch from her favourite, Los Pinos

Para42 crew (left to right): Henry, David and Simonetta

May | June 2016

Late afternoon launch into the sunset from Los Pinos

Photos: Calin and Anita Pava
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and an exceptional opportunity for beginner pilots to 
practise their skills.

Landings are usually on the beach and 99% of the 
beaches that we landed on had food, drinks and toilet 
facilities within 50m of the landing area.

On several days, Henry found an opportunity to 
launch us off the volcano at over 2000m altitude, in 
perfectly smooth air. Once with a trademark Tenerife 
flight of launching above the clouds, with landing on  
the beach. 

We have images of most launches and landing on our 
YouTube channel. Search YouTube for ‘Anita Pava’.

Tenerife, Canary Islands
➲➲  How to get there: 
  Tenerife has two airports providing easy 

access with most flights connecting from 
London Gatwick or Madrid airports.

➲➲  Currency: 
  Euros, with prices cheaper than Spain, due to 

subsidies provided by the Spanish government.
➲➲  Accommodation: 
  Full range of accommodation, from rental 

apartments to two to fivestar hotels. Note: 
Our accommodation provided by the tour 
organiser was adequate, but a warning, it 
can be noisy due to the hotel being mostly 
booked by paragliding groups.

➲➲  Guiding services: 
  We recommend Henry Wilder and Simonetta 

Rizzardi from Para42 [www.para42.com]. 
You can book one day or 100 with them.

➲➲  Season: 
  The best time of the year to book is between 

October and March. Best flying conditions are 
during December, January and February.

Popular 10km waterfront La Cadinera beach, launch and landing

Morning flight
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Calin launching above Adeje
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Exploring the eastern side in strong wind
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O
ur PPG gear has reached new heights in the 
last few years – our motors are lighter, more 
powerful and more economic, our wings 

are faster and require less thrust to maintain flight, 
doubling fuel economy and giving us more k’s per litre 
than ever before. The true full reflex variety of wings 
also fly better and are positively stable at full trim when 
things get a bit gnarly. The obvious direction for most of 

us to expand our flying experiences while capitalising on 
the improvements is to move to crosscountry touring.

To remain safe we do, however, need to consider a 
few extra things before heading further afield.

Pre-flight Planning
Heading off on a three hour plus XC is a fair bit more 
demanding than the average local flight.

Aviation charts: Make sure your charts are current 
and study your planned route for airspace restrictions, 
airfields, danger zones, hazardous areas and anything 
that may impact on your flight. Don’t rely on something 
you find on a forum or on Google Earth, use the real 
thing – maps are a cheap investment if you consider 
the consequences of straying into restricted airspace 
because your free chart or Google was wrong.

Notams: Good old ‘Notice To Air Men’ can be a bit 
daunting for many PPG pilots. You do need to check them 
though, it’s your legal obligation to have read and taken 
into consideration the current Notams for your intended 
flight path. There are a couple of great apps out now 
that demystify the process and filter out the ones 
relevant to your intended operating area.

Equipment: A comprehensive preflight check is a 
must. Check everything. That small, niggling thing you’ve 
been meaning to fix is of small consequence if you 
outland near home, but when you are going further 
from your local support network it can mean a risky 
outlanding in country you may not be familiar with, and 
possibly a bloody long walk.

Weather: More than an hour from home and you’re 
outside your local micro weather system. Make sure the 
forecast is suitable for the direction you are intending to 
go in for the duration of your flight.

Ground support: Wonderful if it can be arranged. 
They need to know where you are headed, estimated 
arrival times and any contingency plans you may have. 
The ground crew need the contact details of all pilots on 
the flight and should be equipped with comms to keep in 
touch. UHF air to ground comms go a very long way if you 
grab a bit of altitude to boost your transmission range.

Communications: Bluetooth has become trendy, but 
for reliable long range comms you can’t beat good 
old UHF. We have successfully talked to another pilot 
over 60km away over UHF. Bluetooth comms are only 
good over a handful of k’s – although it’s being heavily 
promoted lately, if XC is in your future, do yourself 

a favour and avoid it. On a good long flight with a 
few pilots you will regularly be many, many k’s apart 
as everyone explores the path that appeals to them. 
Bluetooth just doesn’t have the range to do the job. 

It’s also important that all pilots on the XC flight 
have the same comms system. It’s no good if everyone 
has a different comms setup that doesn’t allow you 
to talk to each other. It should go without saying 
that before you head off on a three hour flight where 
communication gear can save you from a very long wait 
at the side of the road while everyone searches for you: 
Charge everything fully and make sure it will all last the 
maximum expected flight time duration and retrieve. I 
cannot stress how important this is, I’ve seen pilots turn 
up for XC flights with batteries they haven’t charged. 
This can be potentially dangerous.

The Flight
Navigation: Crosscountry is more demanding on your 
navigation skills. It’s not just reaching your planned 
destination, it’s also staying out of any restricted 
airspace and managing your required VHF transmissions 
at the right time, in the right place. 

Everyone on the flight should preferably be carrying 
and using a mapping GPS/smart phone, but as a minimum 
a paper aviation chart with enough detail to be able to 
accurately maintain position location. Recently, while  
on a long XC, we flew into an area of turbulence. I went 
high into the headwind where the air was smooth, but 
the newer pilots stayed low in the rough stuff. Over 
the next hour they got a fair way ahead and very nearly 
flew straight through the 10Nm boundary of an airport 
because they were relying on another pilot for their 
navigation. All pilots must have their own GPS, legally 
you need a barometric altimeter to fly anyway, so make 
sure you have a GPS that does both. Each pilot must be 
responsible for their own navigation and talk to one 
another about it as they progress.

Weather: Preflight weather checks are important, 
but at the end of the day, we do operate in a micro
weather environment and it changes, often. 

I have risen before dawn with a perfect forecast of 
still air to find a 12km/h southerly. The first 30 minutes 
flying north were great, with 58km/h groundspeed, 
and I was confident about a record setting ETA at the 
XC destination. Half an hour into the flight, I went 
through a few bumps and the airspeed dropped to trim 
speed at 46km/h. Half an hour after that, a couple more 
bumps and my groundspeed fell below 20km/h. Bugger, 
a 26km/h headwind! You just don’t know what will 
happen, weatherwise, on a long flight. Be prepared to 
change your plans to suit changing conditions and don’t 
get goal fixated. 

We use an app called Weather Views Oz to watch the 
weather stations around our position. It’s a great way to 
get a better picture of what may be approaching. Above 
all, if conditions deteriorate to a point where it is no 
longer fun, land and initiate Plan B. You’re not up there to 
prove a point, you’re up there to enjoy the flying.

Logistics: Fuel – don’t run out. Establish your range 
– (fuel capacity x 0.8) / hourly fuel burn x trim speed – 
and even then, there are times you won’t make it. Bear in 
mind that a 10km/h increase in headwind on most wings 

is a 25% decrease in range – and that’s using honest 
trim speed and honest fuel burn. If you exaggerate  
either value, you are only cheating yourself and you will 
be the one walking.

The gaggle: Organising a group of pilots to be 
available at the same time when the weather is right 
can be a challenge, but the reward is the exponential 
increase in the safety of the expedition. You are more 
visible as a group and ground crew can be vectored into 
an outlanding pickup from the air. 

Big eyes: This one comes from my GA training, it’s 
something my instructor used to say all the time. Keep 
your eyes open and you head on a swivel. Everything out 
here flies faster than 
us. Even some birds. 
Once you are away from 
your normal area, no one 
will look out for you. You 
can even be a curiosity 
that other aircraft will 
come over to look at, so 
make sure you see them 
first. A 90degree turn 
to regularly check what 
is behind you doesn’t 
hurt either.

Summary
Going XC is a bundle of fun. It improves your skills and 
expands your comfort level in the bumpy stuff. Even the 
process of getting ready for a long XC adds to the fun of 
the flight, and making the destination as planned is an 
achievement worth striving for. 

If you think crosscountry is for you, get the right 
size XC orientated wing, the current small wing/big 
motor craze uses too much fuel as useful XC machines. 
Chuck the Bluetooth in the bin and dust off the good old 
UHF. Get your nav stuff organised and above all: Enjoy 
your flight.  

Fine Motor Skills
The PICO Club Column [www.thepico.com.au]

Acquiring

#9:  Cross-Country PPG
The New Frontier

by Justin Shaw

Photos: Justin Shaw and Peter Forbes
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Inaugural XC Skills Improvement Course 
– Manilla, February 2016

As free-flight aviators we are 

used to doing figure 8’s and 

circles as a pattern for staying 

up. Having come the full circle 

in my hang gliding life, it’s 

those circles I’m now chasing. 

The lure, the dream.

by Tony Armstrong
My quest began with a USA tour together 

with Rob and Josh, and it was on this tour 
that we got to fly with the Durands. Well, 

attempting to fly with the Durands would be a better 
way of putting it. I never could seem to get near Junior, 
who always sprinted away when I tried to follow, so it 
was Durand Senior who showed me excellent ways to 
navigate the pathways in the sky!

Unknown to them, I was under their instruction and, 
after learning from the best, I’ve been able to apply their 
training quite well over the past eight months.

With so many great pilots in Australia, I felt we 
needed to ‘crack the Durand code’ and apply their 
principles to the upcoming generation – and me being 
one of these.

Jonny answered my call and a plan was hatched in 
early 2016. Prior to the recent NSW State Titles, Jonny 
and I ran a ‘Skills Improvement Course’ over five days. 
I thought our market would be a bunch of ‘Wannabes’ 
(like me) craving the competition scene – how wrong I 
was. Instead we had eight super keen pilots looking to 
reach a higher level and also, of course, an opportunity 
to fly with the World’s #1 ranked pilot.

The group came from far and wide: Adrian Cooke 
from Melbourne, whose newly purchased Gecko had the 
best test flight ever. Ask him! We had two Stanny pilots 
in Rob Macmillan and Warwick Kelly. Rob is a skydiving 
instructor and on the Australian team for canopy 
swooping. He spends more time in the air than some 
birds! After a long time between frosty Chardonnays, 
Warwick dusted off his old fluoro gear and made a 
flying return via a Gecko. Three Sydney pilots included 
Matt Nolan, whose ‘circles’ nickname given to him by 
Jonny is a classic, Peter Garrone, surely a candidate for a 
larger Gecko (hint hint), and John Harriott, who has been 
around for quite a few comps and is a huge assist for the 
NSW funding campaign. Zac O’Brien, a recent student of 
mine, who is really living the dream. Look for the blue 
bus plus hang glider on top and fast motorbike on the 
back. That’s Zac. North coast sailor, Tristan Edwards, 
and almost local (Gunnedah), Roger Miller, made up our 
group. I left Tristan and Roger purposely last as these 
guys had the most amazing grins after each flight. It 
seems every flight was a PB and they did not hold back 
enjoying themselves.

The tour days were run in a similar fashion to the 
Forbes comp, with a full weather briefing followed by a 
task setting. We flew three out of the five days.

From Our Students

Rob: “I really enjoyed learning about the technical aspects 
of XC flight, from learning how to read blip maps to setting 
up GPSs for comps, this course covered many relevant 
topics. It was the best couple of days flying that I have had 
for a long time.”

Matt: "I went with less than 20 hours coastal flying under 
my belt. I left with a solid understanding of how to launch 
in thermal cycles and a solo XC flight!"

John: “Johnny's suggestion to wait for the uprights to push 
back into your open hands as a ‘flare now’ signal when 
flying in ground effect at trim will pay for the course in 
minimised aluminium costs very quickly!”

Warwick: “Eight lucky pilots were fortunate enough to 
receive intensive coaching and skills development from 
Jonny and Tony aimed at improving all aspects of flying. 
Can’t wait for the next course.”

Peter: “Extremely interesting hang gliding experience, and 
a great deal of fun."

May | June 2016

On most mornings, we had video of the previous 
day’s takeoffs and some airtoair footage which gave 
us an opportunity for some fine tuning and personal 
instruction.

On the occasions where we got the chance to film 
landings, we were able to apply some modern techniques 
to pilots, some of whom had been away from the school 
system for a few years.

I hoped the tour would be like a bunch of mates going 
flying and that’s how it was by the end of the week.  
I could easily sense the bonds of hang gliding forming!

I cannot speak highly enough of Jonny, who gave 
his all to this campaign. He was on call 24/7 and 
always had time for everyone. As an instructor of nearly 
three decades, I was very impressed with his quality of 
information and delivery. Thanks from everyone!

I believe this type of tour program could be tweaked 
for all pilot levels. It’s a great educational environment, 
while maintaining the fun and adventure of flying.

I’m happy to further this conversation with any other 
hang gliding instructors or pilots out there wanting to 
do a similar thing.  

A huge thanks to Godfrey at Fly Manilla, who opened 
his doors and hill for us to play! Geckos at Manillla
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Mt Borah from above

Photos: Tony Armstrong and Jonny Durand
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It was our first trip to this part of Western Australia and 

the drive from accommodation to the venue each morning  

is definitely the most scenic we have had in the last three and 

a half years. 

by Carole MacNally

around Albany, there seems to be plenty to see, if you 
have the time to explore. 

Simon has volunteered to host another course, which 
is great news as we loved this area. So, if you are 
interested in attending one at a later date, let us (or 
Simon) know and we’ll start a list.

We have completed 30 courses to date and have 
handed over names of 93 RAA members to Darren, the 
RAA Technical Manager, for inclusion on their records. 
The HGFA now have 104 WM/Rotax Maintenance 
endorsed people on their books, although some may not 
be financially current.

Our last planned course is coming up in early April; 
once again at Strathalbyn in South Australia (thanks 
again to CFI Larry Jones for recommending the course to 
his students). We still have a few people on our waiting 
list, but not enough in any one area to warrant a course 

WM/Rotax Maintenance Course
– Albany, WA, 6 to 7 February 2016

Our first time host, Simon, made sure that  
 we had everything necessary to make the 
course work well, which it certainly did. The 

weather was good, the hangar large and our attendees 
keen and attentive. Having an extra fourstroke trike 
available also helped a great deal with the inspection and 
wirelocking phase.

With nine attendees and two refreshers, this course 
was full, although Simon had sufficient space and made 
sure there were enough chairs (and mugs) for us all. 

With three HGFA and six RAA members (five of 
whom were threeaxis owners), it was a mix of aircraft, 
as well as experience amongst our attendees. We had 
beginners through to RAA Level 2 and exGA in this 
group. A lot of networking went on between attendees; 
with trike flyers, tugmasters and threeaxis owners, 
some of whom had never met before. 

There was a lot of laughter too, which made for a 
very friendly and sometimes noisy atmosphere during 
our breaks. However, everyone was very keen and back 
in their seats very quickly afterwards. We even managed 

to finish early on the Sunday, which was good news for 
those having to travel. 

If you are keen to check out this very scenic part of 
WA, the Big4 at Middleton Beach was a great place to 
stay and is run by Simon and Trish [www.holidayalbany.
com.au/]. They also run the Big4 at Emu Point [www.
emubeach.com/], which would be another great place to 
stay. A ‘Thank You’ to Simon, for our upgrade, which was 
very much appreciated. We had a great stay and a great 
night’s sleep (one of the best we’ve had on our courses).

The famous Shelly Beach Lookout is also close by 
and worth the trip to see where the hangies and PGs fly 
from. Within an easy driving distance, from anywhere 
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Middleton Beach

Shelley Beach Lookout

just yet. We may have one coming up at Port Macquarie, 
NSW, but this is likely to be ‘full’ as they are arranging it 
themselves, through their own AeroClub. 

So if you are interested in hosting one, or know 
anyone who would like to attend a course, ask them to 
email us, at <kmacnally@bigpond.com> or use the HGFA 
Forums to place your name on our waiting list.  

Photos: Carole MacNally
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From The HGFA
Vale – Sun Nickerson 
A tribute to HGFA President, Sun, will appear in the July/
August edition of SkySailor. 

If you have something to contribute to this, please 
forward the information to <airwaves@hgfa.asn.au> to 
be incorporated in the article. Thank you.

HGFA Committee
Belated HGFA Easter Show Bags
All members should have received a snailmail package 
by now, containing:
➲➲  CASA safety info booklet ‘Close Call – Sports Aviation 

2016’,
➲➲ Z foldout on flight planning, and 
➲➲ HGFA AirManShip Safety Checklist Card & Lanyard.

The AirManShip card is designed as a reminder 
system to help you to make better flight decisions. 
It can be attached to your harness, your key ring or 
wherever you think it will best serve you.

The booklet and Z foldout will arm you with 
knowledge gained from many sources, including 
reported accidents and incidents. 

It is through shared experiences and knowledge that 
we can improve safety and minimise injury or the loss of 
our aviation comrades.

Brett Coupland, HGFA Operations Manager

CIVL News
A new law was passed a couple of years ago in Austria, 
essentially mandating that only governmentissued  
HG and PG licences would be accepted. From memory, 
this was caused by some dodgy landings and unpaid 
rescues by foreign pilots at a lake popular with tourists 
and acro pilots. 

It took a while to get authorities to accept that HG/
PG is in most other jurisdictions not govermentissued, 
but that the authority is delegated to nongovernment 
bodies such as the HGFA or its equivalents.

HGFA licences are accepted now again in Austria. 
Liability insurance is a must. Please read below.

Hamish Barker, CIVL delegate

“Legal Regulations For Guest Pilots  
In Austria In Final General Review!

We anticipate the decree to be in force by 1 May – 
just in time for the upcoming flying season and the 
‘Super Paragliding Testival 2016’. Pilots holding a HG 
or PG licence from the following countries may again 
lawfully fly in the Austrian Alps:

Australia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Germany, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Hungary, 
France, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Romania, Sweden, Switzerland, Slovakia, Slovenia, 
Ukraine.

HG/PG licences from these countries are deemed 
equivalent to Austrian licences. To fly in Austria, 
pilots must have appropriate third party liability 
insurance – as offered by AXA in Kössen [www.
flugschulen.at/axa/english]. Licence and insurance 
have to be carried while flying.

Pilots from all other countries may obtain a 
special ‘Guest Licence’ from a local ‘Austrian Flying 
School’ by providing proof of qualification (e.g. IPPI 
card, national license, etc.).

We are looking forward to seeing you fly safely 
and lawfully back in the Austrian Alps.

Sepp Himberger, Fly-Austria”

Product News
New From Swing
Mito – play the elements…
The Mito is the result of a combination of innovative 
ideas, advanced technologies and sound development 
work, based on decades of experience in paraglider 
development. Our goal was to develop a paraglider on 

which beginners and occasional flyers can rely 100% 
and which offers plenty of flying enjoyment without 
overextending the pilot.

The Mito’s distinctive design feature is the Ram 
Air Section Technology (RAST). The Mito is the first 
glider to use this completely new design characteristic, 
distinguishing it from all other paragliders currently 
available on the market.

With RAST, pilots benefit from:
➲➲  Straightforward and even launch behaviour and 

no tendency to overshoot or launch the pilot 

unintentionally. The Mito positions itself 
properly above the pilot.
➲➲  The Mito remains calm in turbulent conditions 

and should there ever be a collapse, the 
escape of air from the back section is slowed, 
effectively preventing major collapses.

Nyos – makes you stronger...
Our new performanceoriented ENB glider is 
now available in size XS.

From now pilots with an allup weight from 
60 to 82kg can enjoy the new feeling in flight 
too: comfort, stability and manageability, 
combined with lively handling and superior climbing  
in thermals.

Certification of Nyos XL is in progress already as well 
as the approval for winch towing of all sizes.
Arus – harness concept study, activatable airbag system
Actively opening safety airbags are already standard 
in many types of sport. Now, for the first time, the 
idea has been successfully transferred into paragliding 
with the Arus concept study. In an emergency, the pilot 
can activate the airbag unit, to supplement a compact 
foam protector, which already complies with the LTF 
requirements. Depending on the configuration, this allows 
us to achieve damping values between 10g13g under 
the LTF standard. In addition, the side impact protection 
considerably improves the protective function.

More on all Swing products at [www.swing.de] or con 
tact Poliglide on 1800 PARAGLIDE or [www.poliglide.com].

Andrew Polidano, Poliglide

A New Kid In Town – Nevada 2
Gradient Nevada 2 is the latest high end ENB paraglider. 
It has been developed to satisfy mostly recreational  
XC pilots who are looking for a good performance but 
don’t want to commit themselves to the more demanding  
ENC category. 

Nevada 2 displays the typical Gradient precise 
handling combined with a high passive safety. In 
performance, N2 comes close to ENC gliders and 
will keep even a demanding XC pilot happy. 

The latest materials (including ‘Everlast’ on the 
leading edge) guarantee a long life span and retain the 
glider’s good flying characteristics for a long time. 

As with all Gradient gliders, N2 comes with two 
years standard warranty and a one year ‘Accidental 
Damage Warranty’ – yes, your glider will be repaired 
here in Australia for free even if the damage was your 
fault (conditions apply).

Nevada 2 is available from Paragliding Headquarters 
in Victoria <info@paraglidingheadquarters.com>.

Jiri Stipek

N
ew

s Packing Bags  
from Skywalk
Sometimes you need to 
pack up quickly at the 
landing zone. Like after a 
tandem flight when your 
next passenger is waiting 
or when you’re freestyling 
and you want to get back in 
the air five minutes after 
touchdown. 
Skywalk’s 

new fast packing Easy Bag lets you 
pack your glider and harness 
quickly and easily. With a 
volume of 200 litres, the 
Easy Bag weighs just 
800g – much less than a 
conventional bag. 

An integrated riser bag and a cover pocket keep 
things tidy, while three compression straps keep the 
bag compact and an ergonomically designed shoulder 
strap system ensure carrying comfort.
New Alpine Rucksack
The Alpine rucksack is perfectly designed for the needs 
of pilots with equipment of a normal to large volume.  
With volumes of 135 litres (size M) und 175 litres (size 

L), the Alpine has room for pretty 
much everything pilots like to 

take with them – from novice 
harnesses with extra thick 
protectors to full XC kits 
with pod harnesses. 

Thanks to its intelligent 
wraparound zipper, the 
Alpine is especially easy 
to pack. Two compression 
straps on each side help 

keep its shape. Accessories  
  can be stored in the outer 

pocket, while sweaty Tshirts can 
be strapped to the outside to dry.

Despite its robust construction and intelligent 
features, like a magnetic buckle on the waist belt, the 
Alpine weighs only 1.1kg in size M and 1.2kg in size L.

For more information visit [www.skywalk.info].
Skywalk

New AirDesign Gliders
Vita2 – the intermediate cruiser for everyone (entry EN-B)
Size M (85 to 105kg) will be available from end of April, 
Sizes XXS to XL (55 to 145kg) follow shortly thereafter. 
Additionally, we intend on releasing the Vita2 in a 
superlight variant.

The Vita2 is probably the most balanced wing in the 
sky. Positioned at the lower end of the ENB category, 
the Vita2 combines agility, performance and fun with 
highlevel safety. With the simplest starting behaviour, 
direct handling, combined with toplevel stability 
providing high comfort level in flight, you’ll find the 
Vita2 quick to impress. 

Very agile and precise steering is one of the most 
remarkable behaviours you’ll notice on first flight. As 
other AD wings, the Vita2 centres thermals almost by 

Easy Bag

Nyos

Mito

RAST

Nevada 2

Vita2

UFO

itself, with a neutral feel above, exhibiting no nervous 
front to rear pitching. This positive behaviour is the key 
to its excellent performance. Glide comparisons have 
shown that the Vita2 is performing in the same arena as 
higher classed wings. 
UFO – new sizes are on the way!
After the huge success with the UFO sizes 14 and 16, 
AirDesign is now extending the range to include sizes 
18 and 21. The smaller sizes were aimed at alpinists, 
but the new larger sizes have different loading, making 
the glider more attractive to pilots with less mini

Photo: Justin Shaw and Peter Forbes

Volt2
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and designed for pilots who seek the maximum in air
toair visibility. 

Check out the colour schemes on each glider’s 
production page at [flyozone.com]. 

Gavin Zahner, OneSmallPlanet

Thermic Wizard – Nova’s Thermalling Autopilot
With the Thermic Wizard, Nova is introducing an 
innovation which could revolutionise paragliding. It 
supports pilots when thermalling and is comparable to 
an autopilot in an aircraft as it centres the wing in the 
thermal automatically. The Thermic Wizard is a system 
comprising a number of multisensorunits attached to 
the wing and harness and connected to a tablet via wifi, 
ANT+ or Bluetooth LE. This tablet (wirelessly) sends 
impulses to a highperformance ultrasound servosystem 
that transmits digital commands to the brake lines.

The multisensorunits (MSU) measure the air 
pressure (if fitted inside the wing they also measure 
dynamic pressure), acceleration forces as well as 
position in threedimensional space. The highlight and 
absolutely unique development is the 3Dsensor. It’s a 
bionic design inspired by the human sense of balance: 

wing knowledge. Flying bigger singlesurface gliders 
reduces max sink and increases climbing abilities.

Until now, pilots have been attracted to the 
easy launch and climbing abilities of this glider. 
With this new and greater range, AirDesign is 
reaching out to a whole new group of pilots. 
There have even been sightings of a tandem UFO 
in Austria and France.
Volt2 and Volt2 Superlight available in all sizes
Volt2 Superlight was constructed for XC fanatics, 
Vol Bivouac tragics and all pilots who refuse to carry 
heavy equipment!

The Volt2 SL, like it’s predecessor, is an 
impressive climber that provides solid feedback, 
balanced with flying characteristics that highlight 
our renowned comfortinflight feel. Positioned just in 
the middle of the class as an honest Cglider! 

Due to the reduced weight of the canopy – 3.6kg at 
size XS – the glider inflates without effort. This feature 
is an important benefit for high alpine launches so you 
can avoid the tricky moments normally experienced with 
getting airborne at altitude.

Pilots will notice a softer and more direct feel. 
This helps to sniff thermals, and provides even better 
climbing abilities.

Volt2 is available in five sizes, XS (60 to 75kg) to 
L (100 to 125kg) in three standard colours themes 
and custom colours. Volt2 Superlight is available in 
four sizes, XS (60 to 75kg) to M (85 to 105kg) in one 
standard colour theme and custom colours.

For info and demos contact Cloudbase on 0416 
617067 or <mark@cloudbaseparagliding.com.au>.

Mark Rossi, Cloudbase Paragliding

Flytec’s New Element Speed
In March 2016 Flytec launched the Element Speed. For 
pilots who like to know what’s going on around them 
on their local flights, the Element Speed specialises in 

all things related to speed: 
ground speed, airspeed 
(with optional external 
sensor), wind direction 
and speed. All displayed in 
a very clear graphical and 
numerical way.

Aside from its standard 
vario functionality, the 
Element Speed also offers 
information on the last 
thermal flown by the pilot, 

glide ratio, as well as the 
distance and bearing to the  

launch site. The vario comes 
with few keys for ease of han 

dling, but with the tried and tested 
‘domed’ keyboard for better usability even with gloves.

What was so far known as the ‘Element’ now 
becomes the name of a range of varios. The vario called 
Element is now the Element Track, designated to first 
and leisurely XC flights and competitions. Together with 
the Element Speed, two more members of the Element 
family will complete the range later this year.

Flytec AG

New Second Generation SkyDrop Vario
The new SkyDrop by SkyBean is the lightest (67g) 
and most powerful GPS combined vario. It will make a 
great addition for hike & fly enthusiasts, tandem and 
acro pilots due to its small and portable size (62 x 98 
x 22mm). SkyDrop will also suit recreational PG and HG 
pilots – and XC as well as comp pilots. 

Multiple screens and widgets can be personalised 
to meet individual needs of each pilot. SkyDrop’s GPS 
capability, together with track logging that creates 
FAICIVL valid IGC and KML files, offers a great solution 
for GPS/vario combos in a very acceptable price range.

SkyDrop has Bluetooth and is compatible with XC 
app for flight tracking. Thanks to its mounting system, 
SkyDrop can be easily mounted to the riser or cockpit for 
maximal comfort during flight. 

The display in the new second 
generation is better and 
bigger, manipulation has 
been improved with more 
comfortable bulged buttons 
and improved weather
resistance of the unit. 
The liion single cell USB 
rechargeable battery will last 
for 13 hours in audio mode and 
nine hours in audio with GPS 
logger mode.

SkyDrop vario features: 
➲➲ Acoustic signal
➲➲ Analog/digital/average variometer
➲➲ Five altimeters (relative, absolute or standardised)
➲➲ Weak lift detection (prethermal buzzer)
➲➲ Autostart feature with audio suppress
➲➲ Flytime/realtime
➲➲ Groundspeed heading (graphical & numeric display)
➲➲ Multiple screens, selectable layouts, configurable widgets
➲➲  Bluetooth connection, compatibility to any XC app 

using open protocol (DigiFly, LK8EX1, BlueFly)
➲➲ Track logging (KML, FAICIVL valid IGC)
➲➲ Hardware uart output (for ereaders mods)

Ask your Australian dealer at <fly2base@gmail.
com> for more or see [www.fly2base.com.au].

Martin Havel, Fly2Base

Highly Visible Ozone
New Ozone highvis colour schemes are now available 
for all gliders in the Ozone lineup at no additional cost. 
These are the most visible colour combinations we offer 

Microscopic sized Monoaprilide Crystals move on a ultra
sensitive concave surface.

A minimum of seven multisensorunits has to be 
fitted to the wing (for comp flying 11 is the maximum). 
The main sensor must be placed accurately in the very 
centre of the top sail. The other six sensors have to 
me mounted near the leading and trailing edge of the 
wing tips and the middle of the wing. Three further 
sensors are attached to the harness hang points and in 
the centre of the cockpit. Socalled Tension Measuring 
Devices (TMD) are fitted to the brake lines, measuring 
brake pressure.

All sensors record data 50 times per second and 
synch with the tablet in realtime. The Thermic Wizard 
app calculates the airflow in the immediate vicinity of 
the wing so rapidly and accurately that the required 
brake inputs can be precisely calculated and sent to the 
ultrasonicdrive servo system.

The app has three optional modes:
1.  Auto: The Thermic Wizard recognised rising 

air and initiates a turn automatically. The app 
calculates the optimal turn direction, the ideal 
diameter of the thermal bubble, and the banking.

2.  Semi: The pilot decides whether s/he wishes 
to enter or exit the thermal. This permits the 
pilot to ignore weak thermals, or they can exit a 
thermal if they do not wish to climb to cloudbase. 

3.  Instruction: In this mode the Thermic Wizard 
provides a commentary for students. This is 
an excellent function in case a student would 
like to learn to fly alone. In order not to harm 

paragliding school businesses, this function can be 
disabled. On request, Nova can provide a quote for 
the cost of the source code.
To mount the sensors on any paraglider, Nova has 

developed ferrite magnetic holders. Current models 
of Prion, Ion, Mentor, Triton and Bion are now available 
fitted with the Thermic Wizard as standard. In these 
models the multisensorunits are elegantly and 
aerodynamically laminated into the wing.

The miniaturisation of electronic components, ultra
modern position and motion sensors, highperformance 
tablet PCs and energy saving data transfer technologies 
have permitted the development of the Thermic Wizard. 
The project is a close collaboration with the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Artificial Intelligence and received financial 
support from the EU. More at [www.nova.eu].

Till Gottbrath, Nova
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Task 5 of the Bright Open was a 90km triangle 
from the Mystic launch above the picturesque 
town of Bright in the Victorian Alps. It was 

the culmination of the second round of the Australian 
National PG Championships, which had been hotly 
contested by both Australian and international pilots. 

Having had fairly poor starts in the first three tasks, 
I elected to launch early in the open launch. This turned 
out to be a good choice as I gained plenty of height and 
joined the first gaggle that crossed over to Clearspot, a 
good thermal trigger slightly upwind of the course line. 
We climbed to base and charged over the town of Bright 
heading for Gungl’s gully. The CCC wings lead the way 

and were quickly well out in front. I waited to top up at 
the foothills of the gully and watched the lead gaggle 
climb out ahead of me. No one else seemed willing to 
push in behind them and several gliders elected to skirt 
the gully to the west. I pushed up the gully on my own 
and struggled to find the climb the leaders had marked 
only a couple of minutes before. I lost precious minutes 
searching before finally finding it and quickly circling up 
to cloudbase. 

I spotted three gliders on glide to my left and 
continued on towards the Kiewa Valley and the first 
turnpoint at Dederang. Seeing them hook into another 
good climb, I veered towards them and shared the climb 
to base again before continuing on glide towards the 
first turnpoint. Ahead were several gliders low in a 
forested bowl, just before the turnpoint that had found 
a good climb. We pressed on hard to slot into the climb 
above them and sky out again. One last climb helped 
to make the glide to the first turnpoint easier and we 
returned to it after we tagged the waypoint to top up 
again before we headed south to Happy Valley. 

Several gliders elected to follow the east and southern 
ridges, but the north western ridge, close to airspace, 
seemed to offer a better glide and I stuck there with Steve 
Nagle in another M6. We glided straight over the valley 
with only a single top up before reaching the Pinnacles. 
Here we found another good climb and were soon on 
glide again to the second turnpoint at Nug Nug before 
returning to the Pinnacles to climb to base. Here Steve and 
I were joined by Dave Wainwright in his IP8. At base again, 
the three of us turned east along the northern face of Mt 
Buffalo and pushed bar for the glide to goal.

Whack! The strength of the turbulent hit took me 
by surprise. The air had occasionally been bumpy, but 
this was out of the blue. I watched as threequarters of 
my wing seemed to float in an unusual twisted pattern 
in front of me. My reactions were a touch slow. I had 
not had to control a collapse of this magnitude on the 
M6 before and I thought I could ease the brakes lower 
and perhaps tail slide out of it. I was wrong. The next 
moment I was hurled forward through the lines and 

two or three lines looped over the wing in the process. 
In quick succession the wing started to spiral out of 
control and I was pulled into a triple twist. At this point 
I knew I was out of options. I checked my height and 
realised that the trees were approaching fast. I grabbed 
the reserve handle and threw out and down as hard as I 
could. The red and white reserve canopy shot upwards 
past me and opened, slowing my descent rate. The trees 
were now filling my field of vision, and I prepared myself 
for entering the canopy as best I could. Suddenly I was 
there. A sharp rustling as I sank through the canopy and 
then I was on the ground.

I sat still. There was a silence in the bush around me. 
I was down and unhurt. Not bruised or scratched in the 
slightest. I could not believe my good fortune. I had come 
down through a small opening in the forest canopy. The 
reserve and the wing had floated to rest on small saplings 
either side of me. I was still in my harness sitting in a small 
hollow. I gathered myself mentally and began to plan the 
necessary steps to alert people that I was okay. 

I grabbed the UHF radio and reported I was on the 
ground and unhurt. I repeated this message on the 
safety channel twice. I then grabbed my mobile and 
rang my retrieve driver and gave her the same message 
and asked her to pass it on. I rang my wife Lucy, who 
had joined me for the last two days of the competition, 
and explained the situation. I sent a message out on 
my Delorme giving my exact coordinates. I checked 
my GPS and worked out where I was. The nearest 
extraction point was the Buffalo Creek Road, 2.2km 
to my northwest and 500m below me. I had landed at 
3:45pm. I estimated a pack time of about an hour and 
expected to start walking out at about 5pm. I spoke to 
the safety director for the competition and explained 
what I intended to do. I asked him for advice on the route 
that I had selected and he offered to get back to me with 
any other options if they were preferable. 

I began the task of untangling the lines from 
the bushes and saplings, cursing occasionally as the 
undergrowth slowed the progress of my attempts to 
unravel the mess I had created. I finally managed to 

Escape from Buffalo Mountain
The reserve toss was assisted by the G force of the spiral as 

I descended rapidly towards the trees on the northern face of 

Mt Buffalo. ‘Coming up pretty fast,’ I thought, and was relieved 

when the descent rate slowed markedly several  seconds before 

I entered the canopy. There was no time to think about the 

landing. The trees seemed to open beneath me and the next 

moment I was sitting on the ground. A strangely calm place 

after the frenetic extremes of the previous minute.

by Andrew Forbes

clear the lines from the undergrowth for both the 
wing and the reserve and folded and packed them into 
the backpack as compactly as I could manage in the 
circumstances. Just before 5pm I was packed and ready 
to walk. I rang both the safety director and my retrieve 
team and let them know I was about to set off. I told 
them that I estimated it would take me three to four 
hours to descend and traverse to the road. I looked at 
my watch. It was 5pm.

The early going was not too bad. The bush was 
thick in places, with fallen trees and bracken ferns and 
dense titree in places, but I made what I thought was 
reasonable progress given the 30kg backpack I was 
carrying. I attempted to judge my progress and the 
terrain I was likely to encounter, but the detail in both 
the GPS and Google Maps on my iphone was insufficient 
to give me much useful information.

At about 6pm the phone started ringing constantly. 
These were calls from other pilots wanting to check 
how I was. As nice as this sounds, it was a considerable 
distraction and served to slow my progress as I had to 
stop and retrieve my phone from my pocket to check 
who was calling. I thanked them for their calls but 
explained that I needed to make haste if I was to beat 
the setting sun.

At about 6:30pm my retrieve team called and said 
that one of my pilot colleagues, Jan Tupy, was going 
to walk in from the road I was headed for and meet 
me. They said he would be ready to go at about 7pm. 
I continued to descend. Jan called again at 7pm and 
explained his intended route to meet me. He wanted me 
to traverse west to a spur that lead down to the road. 
At about this time I reached the big granite outcrop 
visible from the Bright to Myrtleford Road and had to 
traverse around the top of it to enable me to head in 
the direction Jan wanted me to go. I carefully traversed 
the upper edge, trying to take advantage of the relative 
lack of vegetation – setting this against the risk of 
overbalancing or tripping with the 30kg backpack and 
slipping 40 to 50m down the steep granite outcrop.

At the far side I had no alternative but to plunge 
back into the dense forest vegetation. Every step was a 
choice between intertwined vines, saplings and barriers 
of fallen trees or steep dropoffs. The constant changes 
of direction to work my way around these barriers added 
time and distance, and the clock to sunset was ticking 
away. At regular intervals Jan would call and check my 
progress. He was tracking me using my Delorme signal 
showing my position on his phone browser. Just before 
dark he rang again. He told me I had gone too far to the 
west and now needed to traverse back towards the lower 
edge of the granite outcrop. I felt my shoulders sag a 
little. The effort of traversing to where I had reached had 
drained me considerably. Heading across the slope in the 
thick undergrowth was like trying to walk through treacle. 
The last rays of the sun were passing well over my head 
and I stopped to get my head torch out of my backpack to 
prepare for the coming darkness.

I pushed on with a sudden wretched determination. 
Several times I had stumbled and felt the tendons at the 
back of my left knee protest. I had a slight limp already. 
This didn’t bode well. Scrambling over yet another large 
fallen tree, the pack weight slid me down the other 
side and left me crouching low. I forced myself to stand 

up, my quads protesting to raise the load. I worked my 
way relentlessly back towards the base of the granite 
outcrop, unable to see where I was going, but using the 
last hint of daylight to check ahead for evidence that I 
was moving in the right direction.

I snapped on the head torch and was immediately 
dismayed that the thick bush often obscured my view 
of what lay ahead. I knew I still had 300m or more 
to descend and was certain that there were sharp 
dropoffs somewhere ahead. Unable to see very well 
through the undergrowth, my progress slowed as I 
moved cautiously forward. 

Another call told me to now descend straight from 
my current position. This encouraged me, but worried 
me too – the descent was steeper this way and I was 
certain I was heading for an unseen cliff edge. I pushed 
on until I heard the sound of running water. It was now 
my turn to call Jan. We discussed his progress and that 
he was coming up one side of a creek. Neither of us was 
certain whether it was this one. Jan seemed confident 
he was not far away. I was feeling very tired and had 
decided that it was probably wiser to bivouac overnight 
and continue my journey by daylight. I unpacked my 
reserve and prepared to make use of it as a groundsheet. 
My phone charge was getting low by this time and 
somehow I had lost the charge cable from one of my 
pockets while fighting my way through the thickets. So 
the external battery I carried to recharge it was useless. 
I cursed myself again. Then my radio crackled to life. It 
was Jan and he was fairly close. I shone my head torch 
into the canopy to indicate where I was and shouted out 
every few minutes. About 10 minutes later the crashing 
and cracking undergrowth disgorged a dark figure just 
above me on the slope.

Jan sat just above me and we discussed our next 
move. Jan was in no doubt he was walking out that 
evening. He was confident that he would be able to scout 
ahead for me and indicated that the forest had been much 
less dense as he came up from the road below. I was 
heartened and decided to pack up my makeshift camp and 
head for the road. I emptied the contents of my ballast 
bag to give us both sufficient water to stay hydrated on 
the descent. Jan took point and we headed down the hill.

Jan moved ahead and tried to beat a path through 
the forest. He stopped every now and then to turn and 
provide additional light for my labored passage in his 
wake. In this manner we inched our way around granite 
boulders, over many fallen trees and through dense 
stands of bracken and saplings. Bumsliding down the 
steeper granite outcrops.

On the lower slopes we reached the edge of steep 
cliffs that we could not climb down three times. Each 
time we had to climb back up more than 50m and then 
traverse across the slope to find a better way down. 
These dead ends were very mentally tough, knowing 
how much effort the backpack required to push back 
up the slope compared to coming down. Both were 
difficult, but the climbs were excrutiating. I dreaded 
the exclamations from Jan in the dense bush ahead 
of me that preceded these torture sessions. Jan was 
unfailingly positive and kept urging me on.

Every time we stopped for a water break on these 
lower slopes, I would check the GPS for an indication of 
our current altitude. We were now below 400m, meaning 

that we were likely to be no more than 50m above the 
valley floor. The slope was starting to moderate and 
the undergrowth was definitely thinning, but now sharp 
whiplike branches were threatening to take my eyes 
out. At least twice they caught me in the eye, leaving 
me blinking tears and partially sighted – not a great 
situation in the dark.

Jan pushed on and the trees thinned and areas of 
grass indicated we were getting close to the river and 
the farm track we were heading for. Jan called Tereza, 
his partner, on the phone and asked her to toot the horn 
of the car. At first we couldn’t hear it, but another 10 
minutes further on we could make it out. We altered 
course and increased our pace on the flatter ground. 
In my case it was faster staggering as I was close to 
complete exhaustion, holding on with willpower alone 
and hoping there were no more climbs to make.

The final kilometre along the river flats was open 
timbered country with only small branches to step over 
and tussocks to weave in and out of. At last we saw the 
lights of the car and could hear the excited voices of our 
respective partners. We staggered into the beams of 
the headlights and were bundled into the rear of the car. 
The relief of removing the weight of the backpack straps 
from my shoulders was indescribable. The girls had 
ordered takeaway pizza from the nearest town, which 
had been delivered in the early hours of the morning. It 
was now 3:45am – 11 hours after my parachute landing. 
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Visiting Pilot Pre-paid (Blue) 
Membership – Policy Change

The HGFA Committee of Management passed  
a motion at its 4/2/2014 meeting that effects  

a change in policy regarding ‘Prepaid  
Visiting Pilot Membership’ applications. 

Motion Passed: That the HGFA remove  
Pre-Paid Visiting Membership Applications  

– commencing immediately.

Visiting Pilot Membership Applications  
are available as follows:

1. VPM Online Member Services available: 
   Go to [www.hgfa.asn.au] and select 

or
2.  Hard Copy > Forms are available from  

[hgfa.asn.au] website under ‘Forms’ and 
complete the following:

•  MEM-02 HGFA Visiting Pilot Membership 
Application

•  MEM-07 HGFA Release Assumption of Risk  
& Warning – Oct 2012

• I nclude a scanned copy of current credentials

HGFA Office Manager

Okay, I need to come clean, 

I've just had a ‘dirty weekend’ 

and it was awesome.

by Neil Schaefer

I lusted and planned for weeks, scavenged and 
saved just to see her. I drove all day to get there 
and worked out just to be ready. 

She never disappointed, we went hard the first day 
and reached the heights of ecstasy. I saw things I'd 
never seen and marvelled at her beauty. I rose the next 
day but in the excitement I went too early, still satisfied 
but wanting more, a gentle afternoon caress in the 
setting sun put us both at ease.

Back on earth the Zen masters provided guidance 
and wisdom, we marvelled at their secrets and 
understanding, captivated and mesmerised by their 
experiences and yearning to learn, to be better.

Leaving on the last day was hard, and her fickle 
nature teased me and reminded me to give her my 
undivided attention to reap the rewards, but she never 
disappointed. 

Back in familiar territory I lamented in her smooth 
lines and everchanging personality, memories I'm 
compelled to relive again and again until next time – an 
addiction unlike I've ever known before.

So who is this euphoric mistress, where did we 
toss tumble and caress? Her name is ‘Crosscountry 
Paragliding’ and Mt Borah was our bedroom. I'm in lust 
and love. Thank you State of Origin 2016, and to all the 
organisers, pilots and friends for showing me ‘Tao’. 
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June
PICO Rutherglen Fly-In
10 to 12 June

Rutherglen, VIC. Every June 2015 Rutherglen hosts the 
ultimate gourmand’s party as leading regional chefs and 
Winemakers partner together to present ‘The Tastes Of 
Rutherglen’ festival. PPG pilots will f ind a terrific launch 
site that is leased by the Pico Club from the local council for 
paramotor flying operations. The local areas provide great 
flying opportunities and beautiful scenery with the many 
wineries and grassy fields to soar and motor over. All PPG 
and PHG pilots are welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

July
PICO Lakeside Fly-in 
1 to 3 July

Lake Hume, Albury/Wodonga VIC/NSW border. The PICO 
‘Lakeside’ flyin will be held on the shores of the awesome Lake 
Hume just a short way from the twin towns of Albury/Wodonga 
on the NSW/VIC border. There are XC flights not just around the 
Lake but to towns further away such as Yackandandah. There 
are launch sites along the banks of the lake and are all large and 
grassed. Camping arrangements will be available at the nearby 
Lake Hume Great Aussie Holiday Park with cabins and sites to 

2016

May | June 2016

pitch your tent or park your caravan. All PPG, PHG & PPC pilots 
are welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

September
PICO Milbrulong National PPG/PHG Fly-in 
15 to 18 September

Milbrulong, NSW. The PICO Annual National PPG Flyin is the 
original and biggest PPG flyin in Australia. It has been running 
for 18 years and attracts pilots from all over Australia and 
sometimes overseas as well. You can also see all the latest 
gear there, from wings to motors to accessories. There is 
usually also plenty of spare parts to add to your toolbox if 
necessary. The area is outstanding for XC trips from 20km 
to over 100km. All PPG, PHG, PPC, WSM & Balloon pilots are 
welcome. More at [www.thepico.com.au].

October
Canungra Paragliding Cup
8 to 15 October

Canungra, QLD. AAA, Cat 2 event. Blow the winter blues away 
and fly the famous sites of SE Queensland – Mt Tamborine 
and Beechmont. Great weather, great tasks and lots of 
fun, stressfree flying. Mentoring scheme for pilots new to 
comps. Nightly events and the legendary retrieve service. Also 
includes airport pick ups/drop offs from Brisbane airport. It’s 
Australia’s favorite comp. Organiser: Dave Gibbs <djgibbs67@
gmail.com>, [www.canungracup.org]. 
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The WM/Rotax Maintenance Endorsement – allows you to 
conduct both independent inspections and maintenance 
on HGFA registered weightshift microlights.
The WM Inspector Rating – allows you to conduct 
independent inspections on HGFA registered weight
shift microlights. 

If you have gained one of the above endorsements, 
but don’t see your name on the list, please contact the 
HGFA Office to have the website list amended. 

There are new Reg06 (guidelines) and Reg07 (WM 
Inspection) forms on the HGFA website. The Reg07 form 
should be printed off immediately prior to an inspection, 
as it may have been updated since you last downloaded it.

A few things to note whilst conducting these 
independent inspections:
➲➲  If a differential pressure check, bettsometer check, 

or conrod bearing check has been completed and 
detailed, as required, in the aircraft logbook, and is 

current, then it does not need to be done again by 
the inspector. 
➲➲  Check on compliance: LSA aircraft have to be 

compliant (see Airborne SB018 Approved Base  
and Wings combinations). If there is any doubt, 
contact the HGFA Operations Manager to check first, 
before signing.
➲➲  Check the aircraft logbook: Where the aircraft is used 

for training or the aircraft is a twoseat weightshift 
microlight, it is mandatory to have separate logbooks 
for airframe, engine and wing (see: Operations Manual, 
MoU and HGFA website/Forms). Owners should be 
directed to download the HGFA WM logbook and 
start it off, if they don’t already have one with the 
appropriate separate sections.
➲➲  Ensure that all modifications are recorded in  

the aircraft logbook and that any major modifi 
cations also have a written approval from the air 
craft manufacturer.
Don’t forget, this is the inspection that you 

have been completing on your own trike for a while 
now. No difference, just another set of eyes to find 
something that may have been missed whilst conducting 
maintenance, or something that may not have been 
completed previously, because the necessary equipment 
was lacking or unavailable.

See it in the same light as a BFR. The BFR is a great 
resource, used to check that you are still up to date with 
any changes, check your flying skills are still okay, etc. 

The independent inspection should not be seen as 
anything different.

Safe Flying. 

WM Independent Inspections

The list of Inspectors and maintenance endorsed members 

will soon be in the ‘Members’ Area’ of the HGFA website.

by Kev MacNally, WM Technical Manager

WM Defect 
Reports

Broken Fuel Filter
➲➲ Airborne XT912 (2005)
➲➲ TSN 680 hours
➲➲ Original fuel filter unit

The defect was found during 
an annual service, approximately 
13 days after the aircraft was 
last flown. There appears to be 
fatigue of the alloy die cast core. 
Alloy break showed many air 
bubbles in the casting.

Airborne have been informed 
by the owner and we are  
awaiting feedback regarding 
their findings.

Broken LH Wheel 
Spat Bracket(s)
➲➲  1) Airborne XT912 (2005)
➲➲ TSN 680 hours, and 
➲➲  2) Airborne XT912 (2005)
➲➲ TSN 405.16 hours

Preflight inspection: Give 
the wheel spats a gentle shake 
from side to side to check for any 
movement. If any movement is 
noticed, check this bracket for 
signs of cracking. 

File a defect report via the 
HGFA website or contact the HGFA  
WM Technical Manager or HGFA 
Operations Manager with details.

Cracked RH  
Wing Adjuster 
Webbing Cap

➲➲  Airborne XT912 Tourer (2005)
➲➲ TSN 376 hours

Stress crack radiating from the securing screw (IPC Item 10, part #105140) was 
found during postflight inspection.

Both LH and RH leading edge 
tensioner assemblies (part 
numbers 104669 and 104740) 
were replaced with new style 
parts purchased and supplied 
by Airborne. Two test flights 
were subsequently conducted 
to confirm wing tuning settings.

Aircraft 1 (680 hours): Shown with the new replacement bracket

Aircraft 2 (405.16 hours)

Human Factors
Air (the environment) -Man (I’m safe) -Ship (the aircraft)

I’M SAFE
Illness? 
Do I have an illness or any symptoms of an illness or disorder?

Medication and other drugs?
Have I been taking or mixing prescription, over-the-counter or recreational drugs?

Stress?
Am I under psychological pressure from my job or personal circumstances?
Am I worried about financial matters, health problems or family matters?

Alcohol?
Have I been consuming alcohol within the previous eight hours? 

Is my blood alcohol level less than 0.02? 
Would my average alcohol consumption be greater than ‘very low risk’? 

Fatigue?
Am I tired or inadequately rested?

Eating and Drinking?
Am I adequately nourished and hydrated?

Photo: Kev MacNally
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HG Incident – NSW 
Date: 2-1-2016, 13:00 
Description: Pilot commenced take off roll 
for aerator launch, exited dolly, dropped 
left wing and impacted ground. First aid for 
abrasions. No hospital treatment required. 

PG Incident – NSW
Date: 24-1-2016, 13:30
Description: Student was on the ninth day 
of a course, had executed approximately 
30 launches at three sites prior to 
the incident and had generally been 
progressing well. The student was 
undertaking the flight plan set down 
which required a solo launch and glide, 
height loss manoeuvres along the lower 
cliffs towards the LZ and final set up with 
figures 8s or S-turns on the windward 
side of the carpark before a final onto the 
beach LZ. 

After completing three short passes 
of the small ridge in front of the corner 
carpark, the student turned left towards 
the ocean and was expected to make a 
final turn right back to the LZ to perform 
a final to land. Instead, the student 
continued to turn left towards the ridge, 
undertaking a low 360 that resulted in a 
hard landing on the slope above the lagoon. 

There was no injury to person or 
damage to equipment. However, the 
incident could have resulted in a more 
serious accident. The student had been 
instructed on the theory and practical of 
turning away from the ridge when soaring 

and had successfully demonstrated the knowledge 
and skill on other occasions. The student had watched 
a video demonstrating the dangers of turning towards 
the ridge when soaring, had been instructed on the 
theory and practical of 360s and the requirement to 
maintain vertical and horizontal separation from a 
ridge, had watched a video demonstrating the dangers 
of a 360 without separation and the resulting pilot 
injury and had successfully completed two 360s on 
previous flights at Stanwell after being instructed to 
create the required vertical and horizontal separation, 
including looking over their shoulder to observe 
the significant separation required. The student’s 
actions were surprising and occurred rapidly without 
opportunity for correction.

PG Accident – NSW 
Date: 30-1-2016, 13:40
Description: Pilot set up to launch and inflated the 
wing just as a slight gust came through launch. It was 
also observed that a brake line had wrapped around 
one riser. As the wing inflated, the pilot was dragged 
diagonally across the launch area. Others present 
either attempted to stop the pilot or clear bystanders. 

On reaching the top of launch area, the pilot managed 
to finally handle the wing and was spun around as the 
correction was made, however, the pilot was against 
the site windsock/weather station mast. 

As the wing started to fly, the pilot moved up the 
flagpole vertically until his wing caught on the weather 
station anemometer which de-powered the wing and 
the pilot was lowered, but the wing remained in place. 
In the effort to protect bystanders and other pilots, 
others attempted to hold the flapping wing to prevent 
any further issue. The pilot was assessed not to be 
hurt by club members. However, likely as a result of 
catching on the weather station, several panels of the 
glider where damaged, rendering it unflyable until it 
can be professionally repaired. In addition, the SPHGPC 
weather station anemometer was damaged beyond 
repair, requiring a replacement.

HG Accident – VIC 
Date: 12-2-2016, 13:00 
Description: Wind was light and apparently only slightly 
crossed to the left as indicated by the streamer, but 
there was little indication on the water of the exact 
direction. The pilot decided to take a quite long run in 
order to not have to dive off the ramp and lose valuable 
altitude, as it was only marginally soarable. 

The pilot waited toward the rear of take-off for one 
of the infrequent short periods of increased breeze to 
assist the take off. When this occurred, he started 
his run. The wind appeared to have been further off 
to the left than expected as it gusted up in strength, 
causing a wind shadow behind low bushes to the left. 
This caused the left wing to drop halfway though 
the run and brush the bushes, retarding the wing. 
Although the glider subsequently cleared take off, it 

was yawed so the left wing was stalled and the glider 
spun half a rotation into the bushes below and to the 
left of take-off.

PG Accident – VIC
Date: 20-2-2016, 12:00
Description: I launched during open window of task 1 
of the Bright Open, NW conditions in the bowl lead 
to turbulent thermic air. I had not fully entered my 
harness before hitting a thermic bubble and while 
attempting to prevent a collapse on the left wing, I 
stalled the right hand side briefly (pilot error), causing 
the glider to drop then surge when allowed to regain 
airspeed. On swinging through I was approximately 
1m off the ground with a flying glider above my 
head when I crashed through some bushes, then 
slid down the steep dirt slope below. At no point did 
I sustain major impact. Video of incident at [http://
vimeo.com/156120153].

PG Incident – NSW
Date: 27-2-2016, 09:00
Description: After successfully soaring the lower cliffs of 
Dobroyd, the PIC departed at a height of 45m heading 
west into Crater Cove. The written flight plan was to 
soar the lower cliffs of Crater Cove to a height of 60m 
before transitioning to the higher cliff face to the south. 
This plan recognised the challenge of accessing the 
higher cliffs if connecting below the lift line. 

Upon entering Crater Cove at a height of 25m, lift 
was adequate and the PIC commenced climbing to 30m 
in a straight line heading south. The PIC diverted from 
the established flight plan and continued south to 
the higher cliffs losing 5m rounding the shoulder. This 
placed the PIC too low to gain lift on the higher cliffs 
but too far from Crater Cover to turn and soar. 

The PIC continued south and ditched into the water 
(well clear of the wash zone) just north of Washaway 
Beach. As the potential for a forced water landing was 
recognised in the flight plan, the PIC had adequately 
prepared: waterproof Garmin altimeter, VHF radio in 
a waterproof bag, water sandals, wet suit and life 
jacket. A rescue knife was close at hand to cut free 
from lines. No assistance was required. A 100m swim 
was required with gear onto Washaway Beach and the 
track back had already been scouted as part of the 
flight preparation. Mobile phone suffered some minor 
damage due to a leak in the waterproof bag.

PG Incident – VIC
Date: 27-2-2016, 15:45
Description: I suffered an asymmetric collapse while 
flying towards goal on Task 5 of the Bright Open PG 
comp. The collapse progressed to a cascade and I was 
thrown through the lines and got two to three lines 
looped over the wing. From this point the wing was 
impossible to control and was twisting and spiraling, 
requiring reserve deployment. 

The reserve deployed successfully and I descended 
safely onto the upper slopes of Mt Buffalo where I 
landed on the ground in a small gap in the trees. I was 
unhurt and the wing suffered only minor damage. I 
reported to the safety officer of the comp by telephone 
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ASAC is not a parent body, but 
an umbrella body, which 

covers the consolidated needs of various air sport 
bodies and air sport participants. The current member 
organisations are: 
➲➲Australian Ballooning Federation, 
➲➲Australian Gliding Federation, 
➲➲Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, 
➲➲Australian Parachute Federation, 
➲➲Model Aeronautical Association of Australia and the 
➲➲Australian Aerobatic Club.

In total, ASAC represents some 20,000 active air 
sport members and over 150,000 participants. ASAC 
is run by a board on which each of the six air sport 
organisations nominates a delegate. The President, 
VicePresident, Treasurer and Technical Chairman are 
the Executive, responsible for daytoday operations. 
They are supported by a part time Executive Officer who 
manages the ASAC office.  

ASAC has two main roles; it represents Australia at 
the Fédération Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) and 
lobbies on behalf of its organisations to government.

The FAI is the world body which governs air sports and 
regulates aviation records and competitions, including 
space and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The FAI 
membership is some 130 nations and has over 42 million 
participants in air sports. The FAI Gold Air Medal and its 
companion, the FAI Gold Space Medal, are universally 
recognised as the world’s absolute top awards and is 
held by several Australians, along with such noteworthy 
individuals as Bert Hinkler and Neil Armstrong. A 
representational link is maintained between the FAI and 
Australia via the FAI VicePresident (Australia).  

Note: The FAI V-P (Australia) is elected by the ASAC 
Board, which has representatives from each of the 
member organisations.

Australia is proud to have the current FAI World 
Champion in Hot Air Ballooning and the Gold Medal winner 
in Aeromodelling from the 2015 World Air Games. Many 
other individuals and teams hold World rankings in the 
various air sports that Australians compete in. 

As the FAI only recognises one organisation (National 
Airsport Control or NAC) per country, an amalgamated 
organisation covering all disciplines is required. As such, 
other air sport groups cannot join the FAI individually. 
Therefore, if an organisation or individual aviator wants 
international recognition of a sporting achievement or 
event, then this will need to be done through the NAC, 
which in Australia is ASAC. A number of efficiencies with 
respect to annual subscriptions and administration are 

achieved through a joint organisation that represents 
the different air sports.

The FAI regulates air sports through a number of 
Commissions, of which ASAC member organisations have 
delegates on each relevant Commission. These range 
from Astronautics to General Aviation, to Parachuting. 
More details of these can be found at: [www.fai.org/
structure/commissions].

Members can also register for email updates in their 
particular air sport by entering their contact details into 
the drop down menu. See [www.fai.org/mailinglists].

Through ASAC, as the NAC, Australians and 
international visitors are able to set World and National 
records in almost every facet of sport and recreational 
aviation. As well, ASAC provides a record service to the 
general aviation, commercial and military sectors with 
fees applicable.

Of note, a number of aviation World records are held 
by Australians. Further details can be found at the FAI 
website [www.fai.org/records].

ASAC supports the combined interests of its 
members and, where requested, an individual 
organisation. The combined strength of the ASAC 
membership is able to impress significant influence on 
government and other official agencies. ASAC seeks to 
protect and promote its members’ interests at the State 
and Federal political and governmental levels, especially 
with regards to air space and regulatory matters. ASAC’s 
representatives have regular and ongoing contact 
with all responsible authorities and with the relevant 
Minister’s office. ASAC has direct and regular input into 
policy and regulatory matters that affect air sports and 
sport aviation in general. The ASAC membership plays 
its part in supporting the relevant authorities in setting 
and monitoring operational and safety standards in their 
respective air sports.

ASAC is recognised by the Australian Sports 
Commission as the National Sporting Organisation for Air 
Sports in Australia and is affiliated with the Australian 
Olympic Committee.

It is worth reiterating that membership of ASAC not 
only serves the interests of its members at the political 
level, it also allows individuals to gain international 
recognition of aviation sporting records along with the 
ability to host and compete at the international level. This 
includes World Championships and the World Air Games. 

The ASAC website [www.asac.asn.au] contains 
contact details for the ASAC office. A number of 
informative papers and topics ASAC is dealing with can 
be found on the ASAC under the ‘Issues’ tab.  

Who Is ASAC
Air Sport Australia Confederation (ASAC) was 

formed in 1989 when the Royal Federation of 

Aero Clubs of Australia was no longer able to 

represent air sport bodies in Australia and abroad. A service 

that it had previously provided for more than 50 years.

immediately and organised my own retrieve from the 
mountain. (Note: See article in this issue.)

PG Incident – NSW
Date: 27-2-2016, 15:45
Description: Pilot approached top landing on east face 
after taking steps to avoid air traffic and came into 
landing area on a very step angle. While turning into 
headwind, pilot realised that the site’s windsock/
flagpole was very close and used evasive action by 
applying deep outside brake in an attempt to turn 
away. As a result, the glider spun 180º in a very 
violent move and pilot impacted on the grassed area. 

Pilot’s pod harness took the majority of the flat 
impact. After checking for vital movements and 
sensation, the pilot was assisted out of the harness, 
where he stated the worst of the injury appeared 
to be laceration behind the knees due to the seat-
board. Pilot was then observed for any ongoing 
effect of which there seemed to be none. The follow-
up health condition was checked the next morning 
where pilot indicated only light bruising and general 
soreness, but was otherwise okay. It was noted that 
the sturdy harness as well as the full face helmet 
took the majority of the impact.

HG Incident – WA
Date:29-2-2016, 13:00
Description: The pilot started a standard aerotow. 
The take off and initial climb were normal. After 
approximately 20 seconds, at about 200ft, the glider 
rolled violently to the right and the weak link broke. 
The pilot appeared to struggle with controlling the 
glider. The pilot’s right arm and leg were hanging 
down loosely, but he was able to retain his left 
arm on the basebar. Using one arm, he was able to 
keep the glider into wind and perform a controlled 
landing. Other pilots immediately responded and 
found the pilot unconscious. The ambulance arrived 
to transport the pilot to Meredin Hospital.

PG Incident – VIC
Date: 29-02-2016
Description: Strong thermic turbulence caused a 
significant collapse resulting in a cravate of 1/3 of 
the wing. Wing entered an accelerating spiral so 
responded with a full stall to clear the cravate. On 
exiting the full stall the recovery caused the right 
brake line to snap 1m above the brake handle. 
Recovered the wing on rear riser and one brake. 
Aviated to the nearest suitable landing area and 
landed.

PG Incident – VIC
Date: 05-3-2016 5:00
Description: Ridge soaring, pilot encountered edge of 
thermal causing the wing to collapse. Wing reinflated 
above tress, landed safely in trees with no damage 
to pilot or glider.

PPG Accident – VIC
Date: 26-03-2016 10:00
Description: Landing in near nil wind, one leg folded 
behind and paramotor landed on it, breaking the leg.

HGFA Document  
Map System

HGFA Document Map Register has been 
developed to create a version control system 
for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and Syllabus, 
which will allow all to view and access the 

HGFA documentation structure. Due to recent 
Entry Control Procedures placed by CASA,  

the HGFA Document Map will assist in meeting 
compliance obligations.

All current documents are available on  
the HGFA website on the ‘Forms’ page.

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’ 
The objective is to ensure the correct  

Version Control is used at all times  
by members, HGFA Instructors and  

HGFA National Office. 

Current Version: v2.0 Oct 2012

HGFA Office Manager
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All correspondence, including 
changes of address, member- 
ship renewals, short term 
memberships, rating forms 
and other administrative 
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 
3033, &➲ 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177 
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
Brett Coupland &➲ 0417 644633 <manager.
operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager

Melinda Goullet & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.
asn.au> <melinda.goullet@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲➲  For information about site ratings, sites 
and other local matters, contact the appro-
pri ate State asso ciations, region or club.

HGFA Committee  
of Management
Pres: Matthew Smith <president@hgfa. 
asn.au> <sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au>  
&➲0466 399850.
V-Pres: Rob Woodward <vicepresident@hgfa. 
asn.au> <rob.woodward@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0400 
759105.
Sec: Mark Rossi <secretary@hgfa.asn.au> 
<mark.rossi@hgfa.asn.au>.
Trs: Brian Webb <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au> 
<brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0417 530972.

Committee Members:
Chris Noye <chris.noye@hgfa.asn.au> 
Rick Williams <rick.williams@hgfa.asn.au> 
Phillip de la Hunty <phillip.de.la.hunty@hgfa.
asn.au> 
Iain Clarke <iain.clarke@hgfa.asn.au> &➲0419  
892992.
Mark Pike <mark.pike@hgfa.asn.au>.
Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association
[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Terri Jewell 
<tjewell69@gmail.com> 0411 
236715; VPres: Geoff Robertson; 
Trs: Aimee Nizette <treasurer.
acthpa@gmail.com>; Sec: Kristina 
Smith <kdsmith71@gmail.com> 

0407 905554; Public Officer: Matthew Smith; 
Committee: Andrew Luton, Dave Hanna. 
Meetings: 1st Tue/month 7:30pm, except 
January, Canberra Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930142 
<ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; VPres: 
Tom Marwick; Sec: Richard Breyley 0417 
986896 <richardbreyley@iinet.net.au>; Trs: 
Sam Clark; Club Reps: Simon Shuttleworth 
(Albany), Richard Breyley (Dust Devils), Mike 
Duffy (Western Soarers), Rick Williams (Hill 
Flyers), Aron Crowhurst (Non Club Rep).

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association
PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755 
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ralf Gitt
fried <president@nswhpa.org>, 0466 566 
288; VPres: John Harriott<VicePresident@
nswhpa.org>, 0412 442705; Sec: Michael 
Stott <Secretary@nswhpa.org>, 0418 652 
774; Trs: John Brassil <treasurer@nswhpa.
org>, 0419 285802; PO/Assist. Trs: Nir 
Eshed 0423 422494; Committee: Phillip de la 
Hunty (NSW HGFA Rep), Fred Crous, Nils Vesk, 
Matthew Te Hira.

North Queensland State Association
PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Daniel 
Keech 0427 888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.
com>; Sec/Trs: Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, 
Kuranda QLD 4881, 0418 963796 <info@
azurephotography.com>; PG Rep: Brett Collier 
0431 151150.

Queensland Hang Gliding Association
PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth  
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding 
queensland.com>, Sec/Trs: Rod Stead 0428 
132215 <roderick.stead@rpsgroup.com.au>.

South Australian HG Association Inc
PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA 5000 
<sahga.exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Peter Bolton 
0401 368736; VPres: Stuart McClure 0428 
100796; Sec/Trs: Robert Woodward 0408 
808436 (SA/NT State Rep); SSO (HG): Helen 
0427 656545; SSOs (PG): Adam Stott, Peter 
Allen; SO (PG): Steve Savage 0408 889737. 
PG Rep: Mark Elston 0428 480820; SSO (PPG): 
Adrian Palfrey 0408 341181, M’ship: Dave 
Wilson, Sthn sites: Geoff Fisher; Nthn sites: 
Peter Bolton; ML: Garry Fimeri (SDFC) 0428 
111249, Committee: Paul Kelley.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association
PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [THPA.
org.au]. Pres: Ramon Brasnja 0419 652693 
<beatclepto@hotmail.com>; VPres: Keith 
Wales 0407 516845 <giligan42@hotmail.
co.uk>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137 
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association
PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa. 
org.au]. Pres: Rob Van Der Klooster 0408 335 
559 <president@vhpa.org.net>; Sec: Steve 
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.net>; Trs: Peter Kemeny 0409 028165 
<treasurer@vhpa.org.net>; SO: Matthew 
Hall 0418 517407 <safetyofficer@vhpa.
org.net>; Site Dev: Adam Young 0422 383 
214 <adam@fibreopt.com.au>; Web: Jan 
Bennewitz 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Committee: Romann Kudinoff 
0414 971533 <romann@kudinoff.com.au>, 
Michael Armstrong, Alister Johnson.

New South Wales
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
190 Wyndham St, Alexandria, NSW 
2015 [bmhgc.blogspot.com]. Pres: 
Julian Andersen 0414 865894 
<julian_andersen@hotmail.com>; 
Sec: Alex Drew 0423 696677 
<revant)1@yahoo>; Trs: Stephen 

Moon; SSOs: Allan Bush (HG) 0407 814524 
<bethandallen@bigpond.com>, Che Golus 
(PG) 0429 432031 <chegolus@gmail.com>. 
Meetings: Contact President. 

Central Coast Sky Surfers 
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, 
[www.centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: 
Rod Burke 0401 923923 <president@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; VPres/Sec: 
Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <vicepresident@
centralcoastskysurfers.com> <secretary@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>; Trs: Phillip 
Wheen <treasurer@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>, SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 
<mediacentralcoastskysurfers.com>, John 
Harriott 0412 442705<nationalparksliaison
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st 
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya 
Ave, Erina. 

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.
PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond 
Sparkes 0433 917011; VPres: Andrew Swan 
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404 
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres: Frank 
Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@bigpond.
com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim Causer 0418 
433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael 
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; VPres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491 
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston  
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.
Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102; 
VPres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs: 
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.org. 
au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 6785 
6545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, VPres/Sec/
Trs: Bob Smith 0428 317735 <bobskisan@gm 
ail.com>, SSOs: Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc
470 Ocean Drive, Laurieton NSW 2443 [www.
midnorthcoastflyers.com.au] <mncflyers@
hotmail.com>. Pres: Daniel Rose 0411 897255; 
VPres: Murray Dawes 0487 177928, Sec: 
Phil Searle 0418 448645. Site info: SSO David 
Wainwright 0429 844961 or SSO Chris Rogers 
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 991, Newcastle NSW 2300 [www.
nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Ward Gunn 0414 356588 
<president@nhgc.asn.au>; VPres: Adriaan 
Mulder 0420 359863 <vicepresident@nhgc.
asn.au>; Sec: John Spencer 0432 112175 
<secretary@nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Nicola 
Bowskill 0406 639298 <treasurer@nhgc.
asn.au>; SO (inland/coastal): Tony Barton 
0412 607815; News letter: <editor@nhgc.
asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm  
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

Newcastle Paragliding Club
Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; VPres: Gavin Morris 0405 
201375; Sec: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563 
<andrewburchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Michael 
Johnson 0409 244049; SSO: Bob Lane 
0490 349441 <bob.lane55@hotmail.com>. 
Meetings: Last Tue/month, 7:30pm, Hexham 
Bowling Club.

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Unit 8, 8 Parriwi Road, Mosman NSW 2088. 
Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@
gmail.com>; VPres: Michael Lamb 0422 
611318 <lamykiwi@gmail.com>; Sec: Gregory 
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834 
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412 
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>. 

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net], <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>. Pres:  
Jan Devos 0438 645135 <janpauldevos@
googlemail.com>; VPres: Brian Rushton 0427 
615950 <byronair@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: 
Gavin Hartel <nrhgpgc@gmail.com>; Trs: 
James McEwan 0437 368999 <nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; Sites: Col Rushton 0458 120010 
<colinrushton@upnet.com.au>; Council 
Liaison: Neil Mersham 0408 441742 <neil_ 
 

All clubs please check details in this section carefully
Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details 
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific 
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs. 

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs
Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office 
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments 
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and 
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required 

to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if 
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or 
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.
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mersham@hotmail.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay 
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano 
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>; 
PR: Jan Smith 0438 876926 <jansmith.
cloudnine@gmail.com>. Meetings: Byron Bay 
RSL Club, 7pm, 2nd Fri/month.

NSW Sky Hawks
Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; VPres: Tony Dennis 0418  
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William 
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne 
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis 
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club Inc. (Paramotor Club)
[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Andrew Shipley 
<andrewshipley@netspace.net.au> 0407 
511451; VPres: Brendan Tacey <thetaceys@
gmail.com> 0411 838045; Sec: Jos Weemaes 
<jweemaes@yahoo.com> 0488 693788; 
Trs: Andrew MacCarthy <natmarks@tpg.net.
au> 0438 062596; Committee: Dave Tymms 
<dtymms@hotmail.com> 0409 405290, 
Casey Butler <southservicesptyltd@gmail.
com> 0437 026079. 

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres: Yianie Tiliacos 
0422 776060 <yts@exemail.com.au>; 
VPres: Martin Wysocki 0409 959691 
<hollywood@hollywoodparagliding.com>; 
Sec: Dave Bateman 0414 845587 <dave@
davebatemanphoto.com>; Trs: John Scicluna 
0404 070702 <jps_64@yahoo.com>; 
SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083 <SSO@
flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club
[w w w.s ydneyhang gl idingclub.org.au] 
<shgc@live.com.au>. Pres/SO: Ken Stothard 
<kstothar@optusnet.com.au>; VPres: Vicky 
Cain <Vicky@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Peter 
Garrone <garrone.peter@gmail.com>; Trs: 
John Selby <jselby@pivot.net.au>; SO: Doug 
Sole <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>; SSO: 
Martin Wielecki <lastradaphoto@hotmail.
com>. Meetings: Juniors @ the Junction, Anzac 
Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.com.au]. Pres: James Mills 0411 
078775 <james@jamesmills.com.au>; VPres:  
Greg Hurst 0417 908496 <greg@sydney 
paragliding.com.au>; Sec: Ken Kerr 0407 700 
947 <ken@kenkerr.com>; Trs: Bernhard Hurzeler 
0414 188339 <hurzeler@icmconsulting.com.
au>; Committee: Doug Hazell, Kristen Rickard, 
Guy Mckanna; SSOPG: David Holmes 0408 
366505 <ny_studios@hotmail.com>; SSO
PPG: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; SSOHG: Rohan Taylor 0425 
268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>. Meeting: 
Harbord Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater, 
7pm, 1st Tue/month (except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres: 
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254 
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts 
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.

Cairns Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang 
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark 
<maxidog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes 
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel  
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee: 
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc. 
asn.au]. Pres/SO: Walt Nielsen 0439 072013
<president@chgc.asn.au>; VPres/SSO HG: 
Ken Hill 0418 188655 <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Sec/ Grants Officer: Gregory 
Moczynski 0438 253685 <secretary@chgc.
asn.au>; Trs: Steve Monson 0407 597096 
<treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:  
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek 
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon 
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc
C/O Shayne TowersHammond, 3 Waterline 
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres/SSO: 
Shayne TowersHammond 0434 544148 
<shayne.16@hotmail.com>; Sec: Bill 
Gonch; Trs: Fraser Strain; SOs: Fraser 
Strain, Kent Gosden; CFI: JeanLuc Lejaille  
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD  
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438  
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James  
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>; 
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177 
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>; 
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607. 
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865 
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club
13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce 
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs: 
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

Duaringa Flying Club Inc.
PO Box 76, Duaringa QLD 4712. Pres: Paul 
Barry 0499 22865 <prbarry@tpg.com.
au>; Sec/Trs: Tim Osborn 0499 310902 
<Timothy.J.Osborn@bigpond.com.au>

Fly Killarney Inc.
[http://flykillarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott 
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; VPres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul 
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.
Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water 
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153 
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar 
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Sports Aviators Inc.
PO Box 2399, Noosa Heads, QLD 4561 
[www.sunshinecoastsportsaviators.com.au]. 
Pres: Paul Green <president@sunshine 
coastsportsaviators.com.au> 0412 376719;  
VPres/SSO (HG) David Cookman 0427 498 
573; Sec: Karen Cookman 0407 498573; Trs: 
Allan Hutchinson 0422 357833; SSOs (PG): 
JeanLuc Lejaille 0418 754157, Shane Gingell 
0417 619167, Jonny Allen 0438 107518.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club
[www.wickedwings.com.au]. Pres: Joe 
Colfs 0422 587636 <joe_colfs@hotmail.
com>; VPres: Brendan McKenzie, 0401 
769712 <brendan86@live.com.au>; Trs: 
Peter Harding 0427 119314 <peter60@live.
com.au>; Sec: Sonya Fardell 0415 156256. 
<soyafardell@yahoo.com.au>.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax: 
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Paramotoring & Paragliding Club
PO Box 4402, Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: 
Richard Binstead 0422 956967 <rbinstead@
gmail.com> Sec: Alan Bartlett 0407 105 899.

Victoria
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter 
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408 
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923. 
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
c/o Johannes Straub, 3/421 Melbourne Rd, 
Newport VIC 3015 [www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: 
Dave Moore 0432 152101 <dave.moore04@
googlemail.com>; Sec: Johannes Straub; Trs: 
Noel Bear 0425 801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.
asn.au>; SSO: Glenn Bachelor; Committee: 
Pete Cass, Neale Halsall & Glenn Bachelor. 
Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, Tower Hotel, 686 
Burwood Rd, Hawthorn East VIC 3123. 

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741. Pres: Wally 
Arcidiacono <wally_arcidiacono@hotmail.
com>; Sec: Barb Scott <scott.bj@gmail.com>; 
Trs: John Chapman <chappo252@gmail.com>; 
SSO: Karl Texler <brightvt@netc.net.au>; 
Committee: Bill Brooks <piratebill.brooks@
gmail.com>, Clara Knoche <clara.knoche@
web.de>, Brendan Fraser <brendan@zoho.
com>. Meetings: [nevhgcmembersforum@
googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]. Pres: 
Peter Sapiej <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; VPres: David Laird <vp@skyhigh 
paragliding.org.au>; Trs: Beny Aycardo <tres 
@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Sec: Garrath  
Evans <sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;  
M’ship: Ab Husseini <mem@skyhighpara 
gliding.org.au>; Nov Rep: Allesandro Spina 
<nov@skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Web: 
Romman Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; Merch: Javier Rebage <merchrep@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; SSO: Matthew 
Hall 0418 517407. Meetings: 1st Wed/month 
7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson St, 
Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club Inc.
[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]  
Pres: Tony Batson <president@southernmicro 
lightclub.com.au>; Sec: Ian Rees <secretary 
@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>; Trs: 
George Vassis <treasurer@southernmicrolight 
club.com.au>. Meetings: 2nd Tues/month, 
Manhattern Hotel, Cnr Heatherdale & Canterbury 
Rds, Ringwood – 6pm for dinner, 7pm meeting.

Victorian Air Hogs
[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum: 
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club 
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan 
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc. 
org]. Pres: Dean Bayley 0408 548651; VPres: 
Greg Beglehole 0408 335559 <greg@heating 
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Phillip Campbell; Trs:  
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp 
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve 
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will 
Faulkner. Meet ings: Last Sat/month, The 
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Western Australia
Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;  
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:  
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 
6051. Pres/SSO: Rod Merigan 0439 967971 
<rmerigan@paraglidewesternaustralia.com.
au>; VPres/SO: Gabriel Bressan <gabebres@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Trs: Colin Brown 
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>. 
Meetings: Last Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne 
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO 
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475; 
Sec: Duncan Dekoning <chickendekoning@
hotmail.com>. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe 
<wrx2002@iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillflyersclub@gmail.com>. Pres/SSO: Rick  
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary 
Bennett  0412 124264; Trs/SSO: David Long 
man 08 93859469; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417 
690386, Mike Ipkendanz 0428 471806. 
Meetings held on site during club flyins at York.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)
Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au> 
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465; 
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411 
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Soarers 
PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy 
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; VPres: Jason 
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril 
Eliopulos <wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs: 
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs: 
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull, 
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings: 
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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Western Australia

Australia Wide Services

Certified Paraglider 
Repairer Testing & Repairs
➲➲  Comprehensive test 

ing and repairs to  
all paragliders

➲➲  Fully equipped service 
and repair agents 
for: Advance, Aerodyne, 
Airwave, BioAir, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, 
Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing, UP

➲➲  Full written report 
➲➲  Harness repair and modifications
➲➲  Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲  Parachute repacking
➲➲  Orders taken from anywhere in Australia,  

New Zealand and Asia
➲➲  Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550 
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>

[www.waparagliding.com]

Professional Paragliding
➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd

Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412 271 404

<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au> 
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]

New South Wales
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New South Wales

Poliglide Paragliding 
Specialising in  

Motorised Paragliding since 2001
➲➲ SIV, towing, confidence building specialist.
➲➲ HG to PG conversions.
➲➲ ➲Sales and service of paragliding and motorised 

paragliding equipment.
➲➲ ➲Sport and Exercise Science trained.

➲

Importer of 
Swing  FreshBreeze motors Crispi Boots 
gliders since 1999 since 2001 since 2001

Reseller of Flytec & Icom

www.poliglide.com.au
0428 666 843
Andrew Polidano CFI
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Rainbow Paragliding • APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment

APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty  
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique  

in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction 
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders 

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>
➲➲  Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based 

on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school 
has access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate 
in the Cooloola National Park including Teewah and 
world famous Rain bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, 
we fly all year round, 60km crosscountry flights 
have been achieved in winter!

➲➲  FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four stu dents per 
instructor, for quality personalised tui tion at your 
own pace, between eight to 10 days.

➲➲  REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or 
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the 
experts.

➲➲  INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR 
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and the 
knowledge. 

➲➲  SALES AND SERVICES – New and secondhand, trade
in, maintenance and repairs.

➲➲  YOUR INSTRUCTORS: JeanLuc Lejaille, CFI and senior 
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue 
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience, 
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192 
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157 
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com> 

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as 
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to 
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, 
our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding 
Champion) has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & 
instructing for over 10 years.

Courses
➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.  
See website for details.

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves, 
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight 
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854 455 

[www.activeflight.com.au]

Located only one hour north of Brisbane, SEQ Paragliding 
is the most active paragliding school in QLD, spending 
more days on site teaching than anyone else. Utilising 
both hill and tow launching, with sites both inland and 
coastal, gives us the widest range of usable weather 
and our student a very well rounded set of flying skills. 

We offer a number of services:
➲➲  Tandem paragliding experiences
➲➲ 3 day intro to paragliding course
➲➲ Full learn to paraglide course
➲➲ Paragliding refresher course
➲➲ Tow endorsement course
➲➲ Learn to thermal course
➲➲ SIV skills development course
➲➲ Acro training sessions

We only use and sell top quality  
high performance equipment.

For supply of all your flying needs and accessories  
check out our website:

[www.SEQParagliding.com] or  
Email <fly@SEQParagliding.com> 
Ph: 0417 619 167

QueenslandVictoria Queensland

Canungra Sky Sports
Gold Coast 

[www.canungraskysports.com.au]
Hang gliding & Paragliding School 

CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact: 
<info@canungraskysports.com.au> 

Phone: 0457 287 200

+
Capricorn Sky Sports

Rockhampton
Hang gliding & Paragliding School 

CFI: Lisa Bradley PG & HG

Contact: 
<lisa@extremeair.co.nz> 

Phone: 0457 287 200
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Hang Gliders & Equipment
Fun 190, in good condition, yellow/blue white mainsail – 
$1500. Freedom 170 Mylar race version, great condition, red/
white – $2500. Contact: Kevin & 0419 022 225 (Melbourne). 

Moyes Mars 150 in very good condition – $600. Great little 
single surface wing, suits small pilot. Perfect for a beginner to 
get hours up to intermediate. Free apron harness or I can sell 
a Moyes pod harness with it for $150. Contact: Fiona & 0419 
378 616 (VIC) or <fiona.waddington@gmail.com>.

Wills Wing T2C 154, in very good condition with accurate 72 
hrs. Has all race fittings and mods. Suit buyer looking for new 
glider. A genuine bargain at $7500. Contact: Jerry Furnell & 
0408 756 949 or <jerryf1956@yahoo.com>.

Paragliders  
& Equipment
Adventure A4 Solo 210 
Paramotor & Harness 
in excellent condition. 
Electric start, tuned 
e x h a u s t / s i l e n c e r , 
carbon fibre prop, carry 
bags, integrated Charly 
reserve, radios, spares 
& more. Suit pilot weight 
70100kg – $3000 for 
package. Contact: Tim & 
0418 388 908.

Microlights & Equipment

Airborne T-Lite, As new, less than 20 hrs. Always kept 
hangared in Exmouth, WA. VHF comms system included – 
$14000 ono. Contact: Joe &➲0407 991240.

General Classifieds

Kangook.com
The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex 
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve 
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection 
with prices. Contact: Ron &➲0403 975041.

The HG & PG Handbook  
for Australian Pilots

A primer for Restricted, Inter
mediate & Advanced HG and PG 

theory exams. Now in an expanded 
2nd edition. Up to date with the 

2015 HGFA Ops Manual.  
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]

Concertina Bag
PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA 

SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, [www.parasupply.com].

Press To Talk System
PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA 

SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].

Classifieds are free of charge to private HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue 
will be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@
hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor East VIC 3033. The deadline is the 1st of the month, 
one month prior to pub li cation date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, resub mission 
must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for prospective 
buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verifi ca tion). (Note: The above does not apply to com mer cial operators. Instructors/
Schools/Businesses may place multiple classified entries, but will be charged at commercial advertising rates. Commercial Calendar 
events are included under this ruling.)

Advertising Guidelines
All aircraft should be suitable for the intend ed use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being 
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the mainte nance requirements as 
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should 
always be inspected by an indepen dent person, an Instructor wherever possi ble. Advice should be sought as to the 
con di tion, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of mainte nance logs for the 
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the 
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Milbrulong Pico Fly-in 2015

Photo: Hannah Asplin
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Glen Bachelor committing  
launch at Corryong

Photo: Mike Zupanc




